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Because our limited fossil fuel reserves are being depleted while worldwide energy
demands are increasing, an energy crisis has emerged. To mitigate the problem, one major
approach is to design and discover new energy materials with superior cost-effectiveness and
functionality. Along this line, this dissertation work presents a high-throughput, low temperature
and solution-based, green synthesis and processing strategy to enable various nanostructured,
metal and bi-metal stannates for future energy storage and harvesting applications.
Specifically, a generic green synthesis route was developed by applying a room
temperature, solution-based process for nanostructured copper and copper-zinc hydroxystannate
[CuSn(OH)6(CuHS) and CuxZn1-xSn(OH)6(CZHS)]. The hydroxystannate growth started from
poorly crystalline, Sn-based aggregates as the intermediate growth building blocks in both metal
and bi-metal cases. A complex, multi-stage self-assembly process was identified for the
formation of hydroxystannate nanostructures in aqueous solution. The Cu2+: Zn2+ precursor ratio
was found to be an effective parameter to tune the final nanocrystal composition and growth
kinetics. The Cu: Zn substitution ratio was modified in the final products by tuning Cu2+: Zn2+
precursor ratios. A much faster growth rate was found with increasing Zn2+ content. These
influences likely originated from the ionic activity and character difference of Cu2+ and Zn2+ in
the solution. On the other hand, a cationic surfactant, CTAB, was successfully used to
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construct the final hydroxystannate nanocrystal assemblies with different morphology and
porosity. Due to the amphiphilic nature of cationic head groups, CTAB-organized micelles in
aqueous solution guided the unique self-assembly of mesoporous spherical CZHS nanocrystals
by consuming the Sn-based intermediate aggregates.
A simple and mild post-thermal treatment of the hydroxystannates led to formation of a
new class of amorphous and mesoporous CuSnO3 (a-CS) and CuxZn1-xSnO3 (CZS). These
stannates displayed similar electrochemical reaction characteristics to those of crystalline SnO2based Li ion battery anodes. Lithiation starting with reduction of stannates into freshly formed
metal and Li2O, with SEI layer formation, would explain the irreversible capacity loss seen
during the first couple of cycles. Cyclic voltammograms revealed an extra side reaction in the
Cu-rich stannates at a higher potential than that of Li/Li+, which was likely due to the nanosized
copper oxide. The extra reduction peak corresponding to reduction of ZnO was found in the Znrich stannates, suggesting extra electrochemical reactions after the phase segregation of the Znrich stannates.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Green Nanosynthesis
The idea of green synthesis, processing and manufacturing has become more and more
important lately. Anastas and Warner et al. defined the concept of “green chemistry” as
“utilization of principles that reduces or eliminates the use or generation of hazardous substances
in the design, manufacturing and application of chemical products”.1 From material selection to
application design, this concept has been widely applied nowadays to material synthesis and
processing in order to minimize chemical hazards to health and the environment. Green
nanosynthesis further extends green chemistry principles into nanotechnology. It targets not only
to design processing approaches, but also to develop understanding of as-synthesis nanomaterials
as building blocks of high-performance applications.2
Nanomaterials, usually possessing high surface to volume ratios, show distinct properties
from their counterpart bulk phases even with same composition. For example, noble metal
nanoparticles emit bright and intense light with specific wavelength ranges, which can be
explained by photon confinement due to their nanosize effect. This property has made them a
promising class of materials for biological imaging.3, 4 Decreasing of melting temperature has
been observed with decrease of nanomaterials size due to increase of the surface area. 5-7
Transition-metal nanoparticles have also shown superior performance as catalysts owning the
high reactivity and selectivity.8, 9 To achieve a greener synthesis throughout the process with
extraordinary performance, it is essential to study the material growth process and technique that
can help control their shape, size, etc. In this section, literature review will be presented on the
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latest understanding of the crystal nucleation and growth, and some strategies towards synthesis
control. Specific focus is put on the inorganic nanoparticle growth using solution-based methods.

1.1.1 Co-precipitation
Even though co-precipitation was one of the widely used methods to synthesize
nanoparticles, the whole process was not fully understood. Since nucleation and crystal growth
normally happen concurrently throughout the process, it is difficult to well separate each stage.
Hence, it remains an on-going challenge despite numerous studies.
In co-precipitation, soluble species nucleate under the supersaturated condition followed
by secondary processes, such as Ostwald ripening and agglomeration, which influence the size,
morphology of final products.10 Chemical reactions are typical methods to induce supersaturation
by forming low solubility products in the solution. Therefore, any processing conditions relating
to mixing, such as stirring rate and rate of adding reactant, need to be considered. Taking a below
simple reaction as example:
xA y ( aq)  yB x ( aq)  Ax By ( s )

The equilibrium solubility constant K sp  (a A ) x (a B ) y , where a A and a B represent activity of
reactant A and B respectively, expresses the relationship between reactants and products. In
binary system, the co-precipitation process is relatively simple compared to ternary or
quarternary systems where more species are involved. Degree of supersaturation is given by
S  a A a B K sp or in dilute solution (concentration < 10-3molL-1), S  C / Ceq , where C and Ceq

express solute concentrations at supersaturation and equilibrium conditions, respectively.
Supersaturated solutions possess high Gibbs free energy. The overall system free energy is
reduced by segregating solutes from solutions. In homogeneous nucleation, the difference
2
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between the supersaturated concentration and the equilibrium concentration is often referred as
the driving force for precipitation. While precipitation occurs, small particles form in the solution
as nuclei. However, with high surface energy from small particle size, nuclei are not stable.
There comes a critical radius R*. When R> R*, particles will continue to grow, otherwise,
particles will dissolve. A critical radius R* depends on solution composition, supersaturation,
etc.. Thus, by altering physicochemical conditions, it is possible to control the nucleation
process.
a)

b)

Figure 1. a) Nucleation and growth kinetics of nanoparticles.11 b) Kossel’s model of a
growing crystal surface.12 Adapted from Tao and De Yoreo.
Subsequent crystal growth is as complicated as nucleation. Surface energy theories
suggest that the shape of growing crystal should be the one with minimum surface energy.
However, there were some conflictions observed in practical situations. Another theory based on
adsorption layer theories was proposed to explain many crystal growth processes. In adsorption
layer theories, the growth species diffuse to the surface and constantly attach and detach from the
surface. Growth species will adsorb at the positions which are more active, such as kinks and
steps. The growth continues stepwise until the whole crystal surface is covered. Hence, crystal
growth is faster when the density of kinks is higher. While surface nucleation induces crystal
growth, dislocations within crystals can also act as active sites.
Although it can be either diffusion-limited or reaction-limited, numerous studies have
suggested the majority of the process happened as diffusion-limited reactions in co-precipitation.
3
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Hence, temperature and concentration gradient are two important parameters determining the
growth process. Solution composition, such as impurity and pH value, has also been proof to
influence the growth process.13, 14 Previous researchers have found that the formation of crystal
phases sometimes involve several steps rather than a single step crystallization. Intermediate
phases were found other than the most thermordynamically stable compounds.

This

phenomenon was explained by a kinetically driven growth theory. In the kinetically controlled
growth process, if more than one reactions are thermodynamically possible, the reation with
smaller activation barrier will take place first. Nonsoichiometric amorphous and crystalline
intermediate phases are commonly found along the growth process. Those intermediate phases
then further transform into more stable phases. Hence, the crystallization of the most
thermdynamically favorable phase normally is heterogeneous and highy dependent on interfacial
and hydrodynamic properties. Amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) is one example of the
kinectically controlled growth process.15
a)

b)

Figure 2. a) Crystallization pathway under thermodynamic or kinetic control. b)
mechanisms of single crystal formation. Adapted from Colfen.16
In classical crystal growth theory, the single crystal is grown by Ostwald ripening. In
Ostwald ripening, larger particles grow by consuming small ones. In contrast, aggregation
4
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sometimes takes place in order to lower the total surface energy, which results in iso-oriented
textures. Primary building blocks are consumed during the growth process. Monodisperse
particles are found if formation of building block is a single event, otherwise, polydisperse
nanoparticles are found due to continuous supply of building blocks throughout the growth
process. Aggregation is frequently found in the metal oxide growth process which contains
cluster formation in solutions. For example, Lee et al. prepared CuO nanoparticles from
aggregating small nanosized subunits.17

1.1.2 Sol-Gel
Sols contain well-distributed solid particles with size range from 1nm-100nm in the
solution (colloid), and gels are interconnected network with submicron pores and polymeric
chains longer than micron. Although the sol-gel process was first introduced in mid-1980s to
synthesize “glass-like” SiO2, it was not until 1990s that the synthesis methods draw wide
attention in nanomaterial research.18
Conventional sol-gel process involves basically six major steps: sol formation, gelation,
aging (syneresis), dehydration and densification. It is essential to form stable alkoxide or metal
precursor solution followed by polycondensation reactions to increase viscosity of solution.
Degree of catalyzed hydrolysis as well as pH value will affect as-synthesized product such as
morphologies and size. Next step is aging. Gels transform into solid form by the condensation
reaction which removes solvent. The aging process needs to be optimized to prevent gel from
cracking. Water and other volatile liquid are further removed during drying processes.
Depending on the processing conditions, the product is called xerogel when drying is done by
thermal evaporation, , and named aerogel if it is done under or near supercritical condition.
Xerogel and aerogel sometimes retain different structures. Xerogel normally has less pore
5
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content than aerogel due to the stress induced by the drying process. Surface-bond hydroxyl
group is then excluded by dehydration so that gels become stabilized against rehydration. The
last step, densification, is achieved at high temperature and is normally used to synthesize dense
ceramics or glass.19, 20
Pechini developed a new sol-gel process so that metals, which could not be easily
achieved using conventional sol-gel process due to unfavorable hydrolysis, can be synthesized.
Pechini method relies on complex metals, chelating agents, such as citric acid, and polyalcohol
for mixture gelation. The method’s advantages over conventional sol-gel process include more
metal selections and less sensitive to pH, whereas disadvantages include less morphology and
size control. The Pechini process is commonly used to synthesize films and ceramic pellets.10, 21

1.1.3 Hydrothermal Synthesis
In typical hydrothermal synthesis, the growth solution is put in autoclaves, and
temperature is brought above boiling point of water by increasing autogenous pressure from
heating. Because of elevated temperature and pressure built in the autoclaves, solubility of
chemical compounds increased compared to ambient environment. In some cases, water is
brought to above critical point (374⁰C, 218atm) and becomes supercritical fluids which show
both liquid and gas characters. Supercritical fluids have some advantages for materials synthesis
because of this special characteristic.
Unlike other low temperature solution-based synthesis, hydrothermal synthesis can easily
form crystalline nanostructures without a post-annealing process. It has been broadly used to
synthesize advanced inorganic materials that are not suitable using high temperature solid state
reactions. The benefits of using hydrothermal synthesis over high temperature solid state
reactions are to prevent the sintering effect and possibly lower the manufacturing cost. Since the
6
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pressure is built up in the autoclaves, it is vital to estimate the pressure forehand for the safety
concern. In addition, by adjusting main parameters: temperature, reaction time, pressure, etc., the
morphologies and crystallinity of materials could be altered.22, 23

1.1.4 Template-Assisted Synthesis
Template-assisted synthesis can be classified into two categories: hard template-assisted
and soft template-assisted methods.24 In a hard template-assisted method, there exist three major
steps, preparing templates, coating of desired materials onto templates, and removal of templates
by thermal annealing or etching. Materials synthesized by this method normally are more rigid
with narrow size distribution, and the morphology is generally determined by as-prepared
templates. However, some of the issues related to hard templates include removal of templates,
which is more complicated and may result in deteriorating structures, conducting conformal
coating of target materials, and templates selections.25-27
A soft template-assisted method, on the other hand, has several advantages on these
issues. Structures of final products normally maintain their integrity after removal of soft
templates, and the methods to remove templates in some cases can be simply washing by
water.28 Microemulsion is the common synthesis strategy in soft-templating, which is defined as
two immiscible phases (water/oil or oil/ water) forming a clear and homogeneous solution with
certain amphiphilic molecules, such as surfactants, incorporated into the system. Amphiphilic
surfactants, which consist of a hydrophilic head group with a lipophilic tail, are miscible in both
phases. The size of soft-templates can be altered by modifying water to oil ratio. These
amphiphilic molecules were also found to self-assemble into micelles or vesicles in aqueous
solution, which further directed the growth process. When the concentration of surfactants
exceeds certain value, so-called critical micelle concentration (CMC), the structures of these soft
7
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templates can be changed. Those assemblies can then aggregate by weak forces such as van der
Waals and electrostatic. The final products were proof to highly relate to nature of the
assembly.29-34 There are basically four types of surfactants: anionic, cationic, nonionic, and
amphoteric ones which exhibits both anionic and cationic parts. While easier to remove the
templates, a soft template-assisted synthesis has less control over size distribution and
morphologies due to the nature of soft templates.
a)

b)
Anionic surfactant: SDS

Nonionic surfactant: (C12E4)

Cationic surfactant: CTAB

Amphoteric surfactant: C8-lecithin

Figure 3. a) Surfactants and various self-assembly configurations in solution.35 b) Common
types of surfactants.36 Adapted from Soler-Illia and Rangel-Yagui.
To date, both hard templates and soft templates were highly used to make hollow
nanoparticles as functional materials. For example, Caruso et al. synthesized hollow silica
particles using polystyrene latex particles as templates, Qian et al. used carbonaceous saccharide
nanospheres as hard templates to synthesize various metal oxide hollow nanospheres, and Wang
et al. synthesized iron oxide hollow nanoparticle using quasi-emulsion microdroplets.37-40 More
complex mesoporous structures could be achieved to enhance the performance as catalysis,
sensor and energy materials.35, 41-43

1.2 Metal Stannates
Metal stannates have received much attention in recent years as components of ceramic
dielectric bodies, thermally stable capacitor dielectrics, and multifunctional temperature,
humidity, photocatalyst and gas sensors.44-47 Metal stannates are examples of strongly correlated
8
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electron systems. Their conduction bandwidth decreases in response to increasing octahedral
tilting distortion, leading to an increase in the direct band gap from 3.1 eV in BaSnO3 to 4.4 eV
in CaSnO3.48,

49

In addition, their electrochemical performance also found to be varied by

crystallinity and also types of metal ions.50-52
Methods for synthesizing metal stannates were reported such as sputtering and solid state
reactions.53-56 Among those synthesis methods, thermally decompose metal hydroxystannates to
metal stannates is one of the popular ways.57, 58 Metal hydroxystannates, MSn(OH)6 (M=bivalent
metal), are the class of perovskite-structured compounds with six oxygen atoms bonded to one
metal atoms to form Sn(OH)6 and M(OH)6 octahedra.59

Figure 4. Match stick-ball crystal structure model of perovskite-type ZnSn(OH)6. Adapted
from Fu.60
Throughout the thermal decomposed process, perovskite hydroxystannates typically
experiences two-stage phase transitios:61
MSn(OH)6 MSnO3+ 3H2O………………………………………………..stage I
MSnO3 M2SnO4+SnO2 or MSnO3 MO+SnO2………………...………stage II
As a result, various functional properties are tuned because of the phase transformation. For
instance, CaSn(OH)6 is generally an insulator with large band gap, while CaSnO3 and SnO2 are
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all semiconductors. Hence, the thermally decomposed hydroxystannates are suggested as
potential candidates toward energy and environmental applications.49 As the base material
systems for this work, zinc hydroxystannate and copper hydroxystannate are specifically
reviewed in the following sections.

1.2.1 Zinc Hydroxystannate
Up to 10 types of metal hydroxystannate have been studied with Zinc hydroxystannate
(ZnSn(OH)6, ZHS) as the most popular material system. ZHS is widely used as flame-retardant
materials, and materials precursors for Li-ion battery anodes, dye-sensitized solar cells and
photocatalysts.62-66
The typically solution-based synthesis of ZHS involves the following dissolution and reaction
processes:67

Na 2 SnO3  3H 2 O  2 Na   Sn(OH ) 6 

2

Sn(OH ) 6 2  SnO2  2H 2 O  2OH 
Sn(OH ) 6 2  Zn 2  ZnSn(OH ) 6
Depending on the Sn4+: Zn2+precursor ratio, the final product could contain secondary phase(s).
It was also found that the kinetic growth process involving rates and duration plays a crucial role
of determining the final ZHS morphologies.
Furthermore, zinc stannates could be obtained from thermally decomposed ZHS, which is
known to have a two-stage thermal decomposition process:61
ZnSn(OH ) 6  ZnSnO3  3H 2 O
2ZnSnO3  Zn2 SnO 4  SnO2
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ZnSnO3 (ZS) has been used as an alternative anode material for Li-ion battery. The theoretical
capacity is 623 mAhg-1, while with nanoscale particles, it has delivered a capacity of more than
800 mAhg-1.68 The optical and electrical properties of ZS were found to depend on its chemical
composition and crystallinity. ZS that was synthesized from thermal annealing ZHS at ambient
condition was normally amorphous, while high temperature solid-melt ion exchange and
hydrothermal method have been used to synthesize crystalline ZS. The band gap of amorphous
ZS was found to be 2.8-2.86eV, which is much smaller than reported crystalline ZS band gap
(3.35-3.89eV).69, 70 Thermally decomposed ZS will further achieve SnO2 and spinel ZS. Spinel
ZS is a wide band gap materials with band gap reported as 3.6-3.72eV. It absorbs
electromegnetic spectrum in UV region, which relates to wide band gap for the direct band hap
semiconductor. Spinel ZS is widely studied as a replacement for TiO2 electrodes in DSSC.
However, with higher position of conduction band than TiO2, spinel ZS shows low electron
injection efficiency.

Figure 5. Crystal structures of perovskite ZnSnO3 and cubic spinel Zn2SnO4. Adapted
from Baruah.71
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1.2.2 Copper Hydroxystannate
Compared to ZHS-based compounds, Copper hydroxystannate (CuSn(OH)6, CuHS) and
copper stannate (CuSnO3, a-CS), have been much less studied despite their similarly good
potential in fire-retardancy, sensing applications as well as energy storage.

72-74

CuHS, with

similar structure as ZHS, is another typical perovskite hydroxide. Owning six oxygen atoms
bonded to one metal atoms to form Sn(OH)6 and Cu(OH)6 octahedra. Distinct from the cubic
ZHS, CuHS has a tetragonal structure with lattice constants a=7.586 Ǻ and c= 8.103 Ǻ. In
literature, CuHS also showed the similar thermal decomposition behavior as ZHS with two phase
transitions occurring respectively at low and high temperature regions.

Figure 6. Typical spectra of thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning
calorometry (DSC) on the thermal decomposition process of copper hydroxystannate
(CuHS). Adapted from Zhong.75
The thermal analysis data shows that the maximum weight loss occurs at 225°C,
indicating a dehydration conversion of CuSn(OH)6 into amorphous CuSnO3. At 650 oC, a-CS
will transition to a mixture of CuO and SnO2 phases.61 The thermally decomposed copper
stannates are potential candidates toward energy and environmental applications. Furthermore, it
is possible to design a green synthesis strategy by integrating both hydroxystannate precursor
12
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fabrication and post-thermal treatment with fine-tuned experimental parameters in order to
achieve scalable energy nanomaterials.

1.3 Energy Storage
While the energy consumption is predicted to be continuously increasing for the next
decade, the production of energy is not as fast as the consumption growth rate. With the fossil
fuels resources close to peak in production, it is essential to look into alternative energy
resources.76,

77

Solar energy has been longed as one of the promising sustainable energy

resources since the energy emits from sunlight in one day is far more than the annual global
energy consumption.
However, the utilization volume of solar energy currently only covers less than 2% of the
total energy comsumption in U.S. because of the higher cost compare to fossil fuels and the high
expenditure for new deployment infrastructures. In addition, the high cost in manufacturing has
hindered the usage of solar energy, with the solar illumination constancy, device consistency and
stability being the other issues. As we know, solar irradiation on earth is not a constant source, it
varied with time, weather, region, etc., which makes the storage of energy rather important.
Besides, from the environmental aspect, burning fossil fuels will generate pollutant gases
which are one of the causes of global climate change. Replacement of power generating system
in transportation has been proposed as one of the solutions to mitigate the environmental effect.78
Therefore, low cost and efficient energy storage devices become critically essential in practice.
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a)

b)

Figure 7. a) Idealized fossil and nuclear energy depletion curves of the world.79 b)
Schematic of energy distribution with and without energy storage components.80 Adapted
from Bose and Yang.

1.3.1 Types of Energy Storage Systems
Energy can be stored in different forms. There are four main categories in energy storage
systems classified by the way energy is stored. The first one is electrical energy storages. Electric
double-layer capacitors (EDLCs), which consist of two electrodes with a dielectric layer or
electrolyte in between, is the example of this type of energy storage system. The second one is
mechanical energy storage systems which can be further classified into kinetic energy storage
and potential energy storage. The example for kinetic energy storage is flywheels which energy
is stored by a rotating mass. Compressed air and pumped hydroelectric storage are the examples
of potential energy storage. The third one is thermal energy storage systems (TESS) which is the
concept of using materials that can keep at low or high temperature, and further generate
electricity during cycles. The forth one is chemical energy storage which can further divided into
electrochemical energy storage, such as batteries and thermochemical energy storage.81, 82
Depending on the applications, different criteria are taken into account. Specific energy,
energy density, power density, cycle life, capital cost, etc. are those important factors. Generally
speaking, each energy storage system has its own advantages and disadvantages. For example,
14
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supercapacitors are known to have high power density, while energy density is low.
Hydroelectric storage, on the other hand, has large energy storage capability, but large space is
required. Therefore, it is essential to pick the systems that are suitable for the applications.
Usually, in utility applications, energy capacity and cycle life are two important topics; whereas
in transport applications, rate capability and energy density are priority.

Figure 8. Energy storage systems. Adapted from Vazquez.83
Among those energy storage devices, battery technologies, which store energy by
converting electricity into chemical energy through electrochemical redox reactions, are by far
one of the most successful technologies in the market for variety applications. Batteries have
found to own intermediate power and energy characteristics compared to other energy storage
systems. Based on recharge capability, batteries can be grouped into two major systems, primary
batteries and secondary (rechargeable) batteries. Primary batteries are generally hard to recharge
due to the nature of reactions.84, 85 While there are many different types of batteries, this thesis
will focus on the anode nanomaterials for Li-ion batteries.
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1.3.2 Li-ion Batteries (LIBs)
Li-ion batteries (LIBs) have been considered as one of the great success in
electrochemical storage systems. With moderate cost, reasonable specific energy and energy
density as well as cycle life, LIBs are a promising power source for portable devices. Recent
developments on the LIB technology from materials improvement to battery design have also
broadened possible applications. The next section will introduce history and working principles
of LIBs following by background and material design of anodes.

1.3.2.1 History and Working Principles
Primary Li metal batteries became commercialized in early 1970s, and the concept was
extended to develop rechargeable Li batteries. However, due to the safety issues, rechargeable Li
batteries have never been largely commercialized. To address the safety issues, researchers then
started to study the alternative solution involving insertion mechanism, and later leaded to
development of LIBs. In 1990s, with Sony Corporation successfully brought LIBs to the market
using LiCoO2 as cathodes and carbonaceous material as anodes, LIB research set to flourish.86-88
LIBs sometimes are referred to rocking-chair batteries because of the working principle
with Li-ions travel back and forth between electrodes. The basic cell configuration consists of
three major components:
1. The anode, which gives up electrons to external circuit while in discharge mode.
Normally, anode materials should be good reducing agents, high capacity, good
conductivity, stability, etc.
2. The cathode, which accepts electrons from external circuit while in discharge mode.
Cathode materials should have the proper working voltage.
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3. The electrolyte, which acts as a charge transferring medium inside the cell between
the anode and cathode. The proper electrolyte should have good ionic conductivity
but is not electronically conductive.

Figure 9. Voltage versus capacity for positive- and negative-electrode materials. Adapted
from Tarascon.88
During discharge, Li-ions travel from the anode to cathode through electrolyte, and
electrons go from the anode to cathode through external circuit. During charge, the battery cell
connects to an external load, and the process reverses. Thermodynamics equations can be used to
express free energy change during the reversible process as:
G  nFE

where

G = free energy change

n= number of electrons transferred per mole of reactants
F= Faraday constant, charge of mole of electrons
E= voltage of cell in specific reaction
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This equation describes the maximum free energy change for reactions at equilibrium for a given
system. However, during the operation, voltage might drop because of kinetic reasons. Following
equation represents the cell voltage when connects to an external load:
E  Eo   ct a   c a    ct c   c c   iRi  iR

where Eo = open-circuit voltage of cell

ct a ,  ct c = activation polarization at anode and cathode
 c a ,  c c = concentration polarization at anode and cathode
i = operating current of cell on load
Ri = internal resistance of cell

Figure 10. Schemetic of the working principle in Li-ion batteries. Adapted from Dunn.89
It suggests that the voltage is reduced by polarization and internal resistances. Activation
polarization is associated with kinetic of electrochemical and charge transfer processes at the
interface of electrodes and the electrolyte. Concentration polarization results from limited mass
18
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transfer during operation, and internal resistances are related to quality of electrodes and
electrolytes. There are some general rules to optimize batteries performance, such as the
electrode reaction rate should be high enough to minimize activation polarization and the
reaction products should be mechanically stable.90, 91 While development of anodes, cathodes,
and electrolytes are equally important in order to achieve desired applications, this thesis is
mainly focusing on studying anode materials.

1.3.2.2 Background and Materials of Anode
20 years after Sony Corporation commercialized the first LIB using carbonaceous
materials as anodes, carbon anodes still dominate the market. Although commercial graphite
with a layered structure shows superior cycle performance, it is insufficient for high energy
density application with theoretical capacity of 372 mA.h/g. Much research was conducted to
synthesize different types of carbonaceous anode, since it was found that the electrochemical
performance was highly related to doping, morphologies and structures.92, 93
In addition to carbonaceous materials, much effort has been put on investigating new
materials and new chemistry. Alloy anodes brought people attention due to their high theoretical
capacity. Table I lists the potential candidates.

Table I. Lithiation/delithiation characteristics of different anode materials. Adapted from
Kamali.94
Metallic tin (Sn), with theoretical capacity up to 990 mA.h/g, is one of the potential
anode materials to replace graphite. However, like most of alloy anodes, Sn-based anodes
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normally undergo significant volume change during the charge and discharge. This massive
volume expansion drastically deteriorates their structural integrity, and therefore affects
electrochemical performance.95-97
To solve this problem, one of the strategies is to decrease the constituent particle size of
active materials. Yang et al. reported that cycle performance of Li-alloy anodes was improved by
using smaller particle size than bulk materials, which suggested that with smaller particle size,
anodes can possibly maintain its integrity through more cycles. This is due to large surface to
volume ratio. The relieved elastic energy cannot compensate the surface energy accompanied by
cracking.98-100 Nevertheless, only decreasing particle size might not be enough to achieve desired
cyclic stability. Decreasing particle size also means possibly higher irreversible Li consumption
by solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) formation because of surface area enlargement.101 To further
improve the anode stability, an alternative strategy has been proposed by introducing less active
(or inactive) materials into the matrix with active materials. For example, MxSnyOz compounds
and M-Sn compounds (M= inactive materials) were reported to be one of the better anode
materials to accommodate the volume change during charge and discharge.102,

103

Recently,

materials with porosity were highly evolved in LIB research. Porous materials were proved to
buffer the volume change during the cycling, which makes them another approach to improve
the cycle performance.104-106
Another class of anode materials undergoes conversion reaction during lithiation/
dilithiation.

Nano-sized transition-metal oxides have been proof to show superior

electrochemical performance under this mechanism, which involves formation and dissolution of
Li2O. While this type of mechanism normally shows less volume expansion, it sometimes
suffered from voltage hysteresis. 107-111
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a)

b)

Figure 11. a) Volume changes when Li ion was inserted into Sn.112 b) A schematic
representation of the diﬀerent reaction mechanisms observed in electrodes.113 Adapted
from Tirado and Palacín.

1.3.3 Factors Affecting Performance
Even with high theoretical capacity, practical capacity normally is lower. There are many
factors that will influence the real performance, such as cell components, series resistance and
charge-discharge condition. Ideally, discharge should always at the theoretical cell-voltage
throughout the whole process until run out of active materials. However, internal resistance and
polarization lower the cell voltage under discharge load. Voltage might also drop during the
discharge because of accumulation of discharge products and related factors. E-t curves can help
understand the cells behavior. As internal resistances increase, the discharge voltage deceases
faster, and the E-t curve has a more sloping profile. Sloping profiles also suggest composition or
internal resistance change during the discharge.
The passive layer, solid electrolyte interphase (SEI), is formed at the anode and the
electrolyte interface because of the electrolyte decomposition. SEI, as a barrier between the
anode and the electrolyte, influences ionic conductivity and electronic transportation. For
operation purpose, SEI has to be relatively stable and well adheres on the electrode surface after
first couple cycles to prevent further electrolyte decomposition and capacity loss upon cycling.
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Formation and composition of SEI depends on several factors such as electrolyte compositions
and nature of active materials. Normally, ethylene carbonate (EC) is presented in electrolyte to
reduce and form a stable layer at relatively low potential vs Li+/Li. Quality of SEI strongly
affects ionic conductivity and passivation, and therefore, influences rate capability and cycle
performance. In addition, SEI oxidation at the cathode due to overcharge might lead to safety
issues. Hence, operating potential window need to be carefully considered.113-115
b)

a)

Figure 12. a) SEI formation on the graphite electrode. b) Stability window of common
liquid organic electrolytes. Adapted from Bhattacharya and Scrosati.116, 117
The charge and discharge current also affects the battery service life. C-rate is normally
used to calculate draining current. It defines as:
I  M  Cn

Where I (A)= draining current
C (Ah)= rated capacity
n (hrs)= time, for which rated capacity
M= multiple or fraction of C-rate
For example, a 500 mAh battery cell, discharge at 50mA is discharge at 0.1C or C/10 rate, which
can be calculated as:
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M

I
0.05

 0.1 or 0.1 C10
Cn
0.5

At higher C-rate, internal resistance and polarization effect increase, batteries hence deliver
lower capacity than at lower C-rate, and service life is shorten. Particle sizes, particle dispersion,
and structures were also found to influence rate capability.118
Temperature is another factor related to performance and service life. Batteries have the
optimal performance at the range between 20⁰C to 40⁰C. Low temperature reduces chemical
activity and internal resistance resulting in loss of capacity. High temperature, on the other hand,
increases chemical activity, and self-discharge is likely to take place. In addition, heating up the
cells might lead to thermal runaway and eventually cause safety issues.119 Operating batteries at
inappropriate conditions, such as charge and discharge at extreme C-rate, are found to releases
the heat to the systems, and has to be avoided.
In conclusion, the more extreme cycling conditions, the greater the loss of capacity. To
investigate appropriate working conditions in order to enhance performance for specific systems,
varieties of electroanalytical techniques can be used.

1.3.4 Electrochemical Measurements
There are many available electroanalytical techniques to study materials electrochemical
performance, such as potential sweep methods, step and pulse techniques, controlled-current
techniques and impedance methods. Consider a simple reversible half-reaction:

O  ne  R
where O= oxidized species
R= reduced species
n= number of electrons involved in the electrode process
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Figure 13. Schematic of simple electrode reactions. Adapted from university of
Cambridge.120
The reaction at electrodes involves three steps: diffusion of reactants to the surface of electrodes,
transportation of electrons, and diffusion of products away from electrodes.
Utilizing appropriate electroanalytical techniques allows one to unravel complicated
systems. Some widely used techniques are introduced in the following sections including cyclic
voltammetry, galvanostatic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.

1.3.4.1 Cyclic Voltammetry
Among all the electroanalytical techniques, cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a versatile
technique for preliminary studies since it can be used to identify electrochemical reactions.

Figure 14. Concentration profiles in cyclic voltammetry. Adapted from university of
Cambridge.120
It studies the current as a function of applied voltage. Voltage is applied and changed linearly
with time and swept at the given rate v . The scan begins at the voltage E i and reverses when it
reaches maximum E  , so the potential at any time is:
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E (t )  Ei  vt

It is worth to note that above equation ignores the electric double layer effect, which can be
dominated at higher scan rate (typically above 1mV/s). There is only the nonfaradaic current
flows at the beginning when scans towards negative direction. The cathodic (reduction) current
appears when voltage reaches E 0' . The current attains peak value and starts to degrade due to the
depletion of reactants. At the reverse scan, nearly symmetrical peaks will show for the diffusioncontrolled reversible reactions. The voltage separation for the redox pair is independent to the
sweep rate and can be expressed as:

E 

2.3RT
nF

Compare to the reversible systems, the current peaks are less sharp in quasi-reversible systems.
The voltage separation for a redox pair becomes larger, and the peak position is dependent on the
sweep rate in quasi-reversible systems. Cyclic voltammogram showing a more reversible
character at a lower scan rate might suggest an irreversible character at a higher scan rate. If the
reaction is completely irreversible, there will only be a single peak production.90, 121, 122

a)

b)
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c)

d)

Figure 15. a) Cyclic potential sweep. b) Resulting cyclic voltammogram. Adapted from
Bard. 123 c) The effect of increasing irreversibility on cyclic voltammogram. d) Cyclic
voltammogram for irreversible systems. Adapted from Brett.124
In most situations, systems will involve multi-component reactions. If diffusion takes
place independently for each component, current flows are the sum of individual systems.
However, sequential reactions take place in some cases. Electroactive species might generate by
preliminary electron transfer at the electrode, and proceed to redox reactions.

Cyclic

voltammogram then becomes more complicated, and sometimes requires persistence to match
the peaks with certain reactions.
a)

b)

Figure 16. a) Cyclic voltammogram of systems containing more than one component. b)
Schematic of possible reaction pathway. Adapted from Bard.123
Despite the complexity in some systems, CV is still a very useful tool to obtain both
qualitative and quantitative results. Reversible redox couples and rate capability can be identified
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by applied appropriate conditions. In addition, capacity might be calculated from the following
equations:

Q  I  t
V

b
Q
1
C

IdV
mE mv(Vb  Va ) Va

Where Q= electrical charges transferred through the surface
I (A)= charge/ discharge current
∆t (s) = charge/ discharge time period
C (A/g) = specific capacity
∆E (V) = Vb  Va = potential window
m (g) = mass of active materials
v (V/s) = scan rate

Combined CV with other electroanalytical techniques, such as galvanostatic voltammetry, help
identify electrode processes for given systems.

1.3.4.2 Galvanostatic Voltammetry
The other widely utilized technique is galvanostatic voltammetry. A constant current is
applied to the systems, and corresponding voltage reflects the electrode process. Concentration
of reactants starts to decrease at the electrode surface when current is applied resulting in
diffusion of reactants from bulk solution towards the surface. As the process continues, the
concentration profile further extends into bulk solution. Reverse reactions take place, and the
voltage experiences an abrupt change when the surface concentration drops to zero.
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a)

b)

Figure 17. a) Concentration profiles when applied the constant current. Adapted from
Linden.90 b) The constant current technique and resulted E-t curve. Adapted from Bard.123
Galvanostatic voltammetry is used commonly to study specific capacity and cycle
performance for the systems. Specific capacity can be calculated from:

C

Q
It

mE mE

Theoretically, transition time  can be decided by E-t curve. However, it is sometimes difficult
to obtain because of E-t curve shape changed. Since the voltage is changing, nonfaradic currents
always flow from double-later effect, which contributes to the curve shape change. Nevertheless,
Galvanostatic voltammetry is still a valuable tool to study the electrochemical performance.

1.3.4.3 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is another useful technique to evaluate
system performance. Compare to cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic voltammetry, EIS gives
more direct information of electrical impedance changes in the systems.125 The small AC
voltage is applied to the systems over frequency range, and the current response is measured.
Consider voltage is applied across resistance R and capacitance C in series, and it must equal to
sum of voltage drops across the resistors and capacitors as:
E  ER  EC  I ( R  iX c )  IZ

Where i= imaginary term
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X c = capacitive reactance, 1 C
Z= impedance
a)

b)

Figure 18. a) Nyquist plot with impedance vector b) Bode plot with one time constant.
Adapted from Gamry instruments.126
Nyquist plots and Bode plots are usually present for data analysis, which is normally
studied by fitting into an equivalent electrical circuit model. Resistors, capacitors and inductors
are common elements in the model. In batteries, electrolyte resistance, double layer capacitance,
polarization resistance, charge transfer resistance and diffusion are some factors likely affecting
impedance of the cell. Depends on the system, different equivalent circuits to fit impedance data
can be used.

Figure 19. Equivalent circuits used for fitting the impedance spectra. Adapted from Li.127
By combing EIS with other electroanalytical techniques at different state of charge or cycles,
kinetic and diffusion processes are possible to be studied.
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In this chapter, we have reviewed solution-based syntheses at the beginning, followed by
introduction of (hydroxyl-)stannate systems, specifically focusing on zinc (hydroxyl-)stannate
and copper (hydroxyl-)stannate. Finally, reviews on electrochemical storage systems with the
emphasis on Li-ion batteries and electroanalytical techniques have been presented. In the next
chapter, we will elaborate the objective of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2: OBJECTIVE
As global energy demand increases, efforts on studying existing systems and developing
new energy materials are both important. Processing, structure, property and performance are
always interconnecting with each other. Therefore, to optimize and correlated the process with
materials structures and properties will help achieve desired performance.

Figure 20. The traditional materials science tetrahedron.
From both environmental and marketing point of view, materials selection and processing
methods are two key points to reduce the waste and the cost. In this thesis, stannate systems were
choose because of relatively abundance, low toxicity, low cost, and owning potential as energy
materials. The objectives of this thesis are:

a) To develop green synthesis routes for copper hydroxystannate, CuSn(OH)6 (CuHS) and
Zn-alloyed copper hydroxystannate, CuxZn(1-x)Sn(OH)6 (CZHS). A room temperature
solution-based method was used to synthesize metal hydroxystannates. Compared to other
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frequently used vapor based techniques, such as sputtering or co-evaporation, solution-based
methods have advantages of easy set-up, low manufacturing cost and possibly high
throughput. In addition to metal (hydroxyl-) stannates, this thesis further extends to bi-metal
(hydroxyl) stannates, which to date, have not been widely explored yet.
b) To understand the crystal growth process and to conduct material characterization.
Transmission electron microscopy was used to investigate the growth process, and thermal
analysis of CuHS and CZHS were conduct using TGA.

The goal of this thesis is to

understanding alloying effect on morphologies, growth process, and composition.
c) To examine electrochemical properties of stannates, and correlated performance with
structures and compositions. A half-cell using Li foil as a cathode and copper as a current
collector was built for cyclic voltammetry. Influence of zinc in the systems, morphologies,
and particle size were analyzed.
In summarize, this thesis intends to understand the growth process of metal
hydroxystannates. By incorporating third metal precursor, the study further extends into bi-metal
hydroxystannates which can be further turned into stannates by a simple thermal treatment.
Effect of third metal precursor on the growth process, final products and properties are also
investigated. Exploring potential of using as-synthesized CuHS and CZHS as precursor inks for
further energy storage applications is another important aspect of this thesis. Next chapter, we
will present the experimental details.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENT
3.1 Experimental Outline
Green synthesis of
metal
hydroxystannate

CuHS
nanostructures

Green synthesis of
bi-metal
hydroxystannate

CZHS
substitution study

CZHS
surfactant-assisted
study

Structure, morphology and composition characterization

Thermal treatment induced a-CS and CZS stannates

Cell assembling and electrochemical performance

Figure 21. Research flow chart.
A research flow chart outlining experimental procedures is given in Figure 21. This work
starts with synthesis of metal hydroxystannate, copper hydroxystannate (CuHS), by a room
temperature solution-based method. It further extends into bimetal hydroxystannates, copper zinc
hydroxystannate (CZHS), which splits into two studies: controlled Cu/Zn substitution ratio and
surfactant-assisted synthesis. Structures, morphologies and composition characterization have
been carried out using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) theory
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and x-ray diffraction. CuHS and CZHS will further subject to thermal treatment to induce copper
stannate (a-CS) and copper zinc stannate (CZS). Thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) will be used
for thermal analysis. Then, a-CS and CZS thin film will be deposited onto copper current
collectors as electrodes, and half-cells will be assembled under atmosphere-controlled glovebox.
Cyclic voltammetry has been used in this thesis to study electrochemical performance. Finally,
microstructure and composition of lithiated electrodes will be examined under SEM and XRD to
link materials with performances.

3.2 Methodologies
In this section, experimental methodologies and setup are presented separately into three
categories: materials preparation, electrode fabrication and cells assembling as well as
characterization techniques

3.2.1 Materials Preparation
Copper hydroxystannate (CuHS) and copper zinc hydroxystannate (CZHS) were both
synthesized from a room-temperature solution-based method. In order to avoid confusion, they
will be introduced separately.
All chemical were used as received from manufacturers without further purification.
Sodium stannate, Na2SnO3▪H2O (>95%, Strem chemicals), was first dissolved into deionized
water (DI water). Copper nitrate, Cu(NO3)2▪3H2O (>99.0%, Alfa Aesar), was then add into the
stannic solution dropwise under vigorous stirring. Right after copper nitrate was added,
precipitation appeared causing solution color change from transparent to light blue. After aging
for 48 hours at room temperature with constant stirring, the color further changed to pale blue.
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Resulted precipitation was collected by filtering with 200nm pore size membranes, and dried in
oven at 80⁰C overnight.

Figure 22. Instrumental set-up for a solution-based process and solution color change upon
aging.
The setup for CZHS synthesis was similar to CuHS, but split into two studies:
substitution and surfactant- assisted growth studies. Sodium stannate was also first dissolved into
DI water for both studies. In substitution synthesis, copper nitrate and zinc nitrate,
Zn(NO3)2▪6H2O (>99.0%, Aldrich), with different ratio 1:3, 1:1, and 3:1, were well mixed
together before adding dropwise into the stannic solution. In surfactant-assisted synthesis, a
cation surfactant, hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), CH3(CH2)15N(CH3)Br
(>99.0%, Acros organics), was added and mixed with stannic solution until CTAB was fully
dissolved. Mixture of copper nitrate and zinc nitrate with 1:3 ratio were then added into solution
dropwise. Both substitution and surfactant-assisted growth solutions were aged for 24 hours at
room temperature with constant stirring, and the resulted precipitate was extracted and dried as
CuHS. The color change in CZHS synthesis was more rapid than CuHS, and appeared to be pale
blue solutions depends on substitution ratio. Both CuHS and CZHS powders were further
thermal annealing at 400⁰C for 4 hours (5⁰C/min ). Resulted copper stannate, CuSnO3 (a-CS)
and copper zinc stannate, CuxZn1-xSnO3 (CZS), powders were collected for the electrode
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processing purpose. For reader’s convenience, Table II lists experimtanal parameters and
corresponding samples.
Samples

Precursor ratio
Cu(NO3)2 : Zn(NO3)2

CTAB

Samples
(Afther thermal treatment)

CuHS

No Zn(NO3)2

N/A

a-CS

CZHS3-1

3:1

N/A

CZS3-1

CZHS1-1

1:1

N/A

CZS1-1

CZHS1-3

1:3

N/A

CZS1-3

CZHS1-3c

1:3

Yes

CZS1-3c

Table II. List of samples and experimental parameters.

3.2.2 Cells Assembling
Both 80 wt% a-CS as well as CZS were mixed with 10 wt% carbon black (super-P,
99+%, Alfa Aesar) and 10wt% binder (polyvinylidene fluroride, Alfa Aesar) dissolved into 1Methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP, Aldrich). The slurries were coated on copper current collectors
(copper foil, >99.99%) as working electrodes using a Mayer rod coating technique. The
thickness of applied film is depending on the grooves between the coils and the composition of
slurries.

Figure 23. A Mayer rod film deposition technique. Adapted from Gardco.129
Electrodes were punched into certain size and dried under vacuum oven overnight prior
to cells assembling to remove solvent. Copper was normally used as anode current collectors
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because it is relatively cheap and stable at low potential. (CuCu2+ + 2e- . . . E° = -0.337 (V),
where E°= standard reduction potential)130
As-synthesized working electrodes were assembled into research-oriented Swagelok cells
for further electrochemical testing. Li foil was pressed onto a collector, and served as counter
and reference electrodes. A completed cell consisted of Li foil, which was separated from the
tested electrode by two pieces of Celgard 2500 microporous separators. Separators were soaked
in the electrolyte, which contained 1M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC), diethyl carbonate
(DEC), and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (1:1:1 by volume, MTI). The cell was sealed with
pressure to ensure good contact between the tested electrode and Li foil. All cell assembling
were conducted in an argon filled glovebox with less than 1 ppm of oxygen, nitrogen, and water
contents.
a)

b)

Figure 24. a) 80 wt% CZS, 10 wt% carbon black and NMP dissolved 10wt% binder
slurries deposited on Cu foil. b) A Swagelok cell for electrochemical testing.

3.3 Characterization Techniques
X-ray diffraction is a non-destructive technique to study structures, composition, phases
and etc. According to the Bragg’s law:
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n  2d hkl sin 

where n= integer

 = x-ray wavelength
d hkl = interatomic spacing

 = incidence angle, Bragg’s angle
For a given wavelength and structure, constructive inference only happen when Bragg’s law is
fulfilled. As a result, only one family of peaks will show in the single crystal sample. For the
polycrystalline sample, each set of family plans will posse a chance to be diffracted. In powder
diffraction, a sample normally consists of many randomly oriented crystals, and a chance of each
set of planes being diffracted is considered equal. However, preferred orientation sometimes
might happen due to processing methods or sample preparation.
XRD pattern is like a fingerprint for each individual phase. Phases with same chemical
composition can have different diffraction patterns. By conducting measurement over the wide
range, d-spacing and lattice parameters can be decided, making XRD a powerful technique to
detect alloying, substitution or doping. Alloying, substitution or doping generally creates strain
to the unit cell. Eventually change of lattice parameters will cause some peaks to shift in XRD
pattern. Crystalline size can also be measured by XRD using Scherrer equation:
B

K
 cos 

where B = crystalline size which might be smaller or equal to the grain size

K = dimensionless shape factor
 = x-ray wavelength

  full width at half maximum (FWHM)
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 = Bragg’s angle
Particles with around 120nm or less will cause widening of diffraction peaks. In addition, XRD
can be used to decide crystallinity. For amorphous materials, no specific diffraction pattern will
show since there is no defined d-spacing.

In this work, Bruker D8 advance X-ray

Diffractometers (D8) and Bruker D2 Phaser (D2) (Cu Kα radiation, λ=1.540598Å) were used to
characterize samples. Both D8 and D2 are equipped with a Lynx-eye detector which increases
signal detection and decreases scan time.
Electron microscopes are widely used techniques for nanostructures and morphologies
analysis. It provides higher resolution than optical microscopes since the wavelength of electrons
is much smaller than optical light.. JEOL 6335F field emission scanning electron microscope
(FESEM) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) and Tecnai T12
transmission electron microscope (TEM) equipped with an EDS were used in this work. Typical
operating voltage for SEM is in the range of 1-30 kV, which yields a resolution to nanometer
range. Many signals are generated in SEM, such as backscattered electrons, secondary electrons
and x-ray. The backscattered electron image reflects local variations in mass density providing
possibility to resolve phase segregation. Compared to the back scattered electron image, the
secondary electron image is more surface sensitive and has better resolution to reveal the
morphology and topography. X-ray generated in SEM are used for composition analysis by EDS,
and the resolution is in a range of 0.5µm-2µm. SEM samples normally have to be conductive to
avoid surface charging. Non-conductive samples have to be coated with a thin layer of a
conducting material, such as gold. In this work, secondary electron images were used for
characterization. Cross-sectional SEM was used to determine the thickness of coated electrodes,
and plan-view SEM was used to examine electrode microstructures such as cracking and
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material’s dispersion. It was also used to observe overall nanoparticles size and morphology
distribution.

Figure 25. a) The secondary electron image and b) the backscattered electron image of
surface coating on zircaloy-2. Adapted from Cheng.131
In addition to SEM, TEM was used to study some even smaller features in this work.
With accelerating voltage typically between 100-400 kV, TEM has resolution down to 0.2 nm0.5 nm, which is smaller than d-spacing in crystalline structures. Compared to SEM, images
generate from TEM show less 3-dimensional topography. Sample preparation is also normally
more complicated for TEM since it requires samples to be thin enough for electron beam to
transmit. Mechanical thinning and ion milling are common way to prepare samples. In this work,
TEM was also used for the ex-situ growth study. Since particles sizes were nanometer scale,
there was no special sample preparation needed. Samples were prepared by depositing
nanoparticles on the Ni grids supported carbon film at each certain time point. EDS was used to
investigate composition of selected nanoparticles. Crystallinity and structures of individual
particles were studied using selected-area electron diffraction (SAED). Scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) mode was further utilized to study the element distribution in
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particles. STEM-EDS mapping was used to investigate relement distribution in nanostructures. A
coherent focused probe was scanned across the sample and the x-ray signal was recorded at each
probe position.
Micromeritics ASAP 2020 automatic chemisorption analyzer was used to determine the
specific surface area and pore size distribution using Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) and
Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) pore size analysis. These analyses are based on physical
adsorption of adsorptive (usually nitrogen) on the sample’s surface at constant temperature.132
Samples were first degassing by applying heat, vacuum and gas flow to remove contamination.
After cooled down, adsorptive (N2) samples were then admitted to samples in controlled
increments by regulating N2 partial pressure. The pressure was allowed to equilibrate at each
period, and the quantity of N2 being adsorbed was calculated. The resulted measurement gave
adsorption isotherm, and specific surface area and pore size were calculated.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is commonly used for studying thermal stability of
selected samples. Materials experience mass loss or gained upon heating due to thermal
decomposition, oxidation, or etc. In this work, TA Instruments Q500 was used to study the
thermal decomposition behavior of CuHS and CZHS. Samples were loaded on cleaned platinum
plates, and the measurements were run under either N2 or Air conditions. 5⁰C/min heating rate
was selected and sample were brought up to 900⁰C, held it for 2 hours, and cooled down to room
temperature. Tested samples were collected and subjected to XRD and SEM for further
composition and structural analysis.
In addition, cyclic voltammetry (CV) was conducted to study the electrochemical
performance using 16-channel potentiostat/galvanostat/EIS (Bio-Logic, VMP3). As mentioned
previously, CV is a powerful technique to study new systems. In order to decide the proper
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working potential range, CV was conducted in a potential window of 0.01 V-2.0V and 0.01V3.0V vs Li/Li+ at the scan rate of 0.5mV s-1. In the next chapter, we will present the results and
discussions on the synthesized materials. Starting from metal (hydroxy-) stannates to bimetal
(hydroxy-) stannates, we will carefully study the effect of synthesis conditions to the final
products and growth processes as well.
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CHAPTER 4: ANODES MATERIALS
4.1 Copper Stannate (a-CS)
Metal (hydroxy-) stannate systems were first examined in this work with copper
(hydroxyl-) as the based material. In the literature, solid-state metathesis and a three steps
solution-based method have been used to synthesize CuHS.75, 133, 134 While submicron size CuHS
was successfully synthesized, the growth mechanism has remained unclear.

In order to

understand the growth process of CuHS, ex-situ TEM was used to study the composition and
structure evolution of nanoparticles.. Samples were made after 30mins, 2 hours, 4 hours, 24
hours and 48 hours of aging process. Precipitates were filtered and deposited on Ni TEM grids
for characterization. Figure 26 a) shows the TEM image of the sample after 30 minutes’ aging. It
indicates the nanoparticles with size less than 50nm formed by agglomeration of nanometersized clusters (nano-clusters). High resolution TEM imaging results suggest amorphous features
of these clusters and nanoparticles despite of some crystal fringes observed. SAED further
proved the amorphous feature of these nanoparticles. EDS point and shoot was used to verify
composition of selected point. Cu to Sn ratio was close to 1:1.31 at point 1 and 1:1.55 at point 2,
which suggests relatively Sn rich for the nanocluster formed after 30 mins aging. High-angle
annular dark-ﬁeld (HAADF) images and EDS-STEM composition mapping were used to see the
elements distribution. HAADF are formed by collecting high-angle scattered electrons with an
annular dark-field detector. The images are strongly depending on atomic number, and it is
useful to examine surface features. However, with light elements or similar atomic number,
identification of each element by contrast is a challenge.135 Along with STEM-EDS chemical
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composition mapping, Figure 26 e) and f) suggested that nanoclusters and nanoparticles were
consisted of uniformly distributed Cu, Sn and O.
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Figure 26. a) b) TEM images of the sample after 30 mins aging. c) SAED pattern d) EDX
spectra of selected nanoparticles e) HAADF and STEM-EDS composition mapping of
selected nanoparticles.
Figure 27 shows the evolution of particles after 2 hours, 4 hours, 24 hours and 48 hours
of aging. Combined with the previous result, the growth process started from amorphous Sn-rich
clusters, and further agglomerated into nanoparticles with less than 100 nm size. After 48 hours
aging, submicron size cubes with size range from 500nm- 1µm were found. As previous chapter
mentioned, the growth solution changed from blue to pale blue along with the growth process.

a)

b)

100nm

100nm

d)

c)

100nm

500nm

Figure 27. Evolution of particles along with aging. Ex-situ TEM bright field (BF) TEM
images after a) 2 hours aging, b) 4 hours aging, c) 24 hours aging, and d) 48 hours aging.
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Cubes formed after 48 hours aging were further subjected to high resolution TEM for
structure studying. Figure 28a) shows the low magnification TEM image of cubes along with
some nanoparticles. Figure 28 b) shows SAED of the selected cube, which suggest single crystal
diffraction pattern. The extra diffraction spots might result from nanoparticles attached on to the
cube. High resolution TEM image further reveals the attached nanoparticles with size less than
50nm had clear lattice fringes. SAED of nanoparticles after 48 hours aging suggests Sn3O4
polycrystalline pattern instead of amorphous diffused ring of previous 30 mins aging samples.

a)

10nm

b)

200nm

c)

d)

(101)
(-210)

(-301)

10nm

Figure 28. TEM imaging of cubes growth after 48 hours aging. a) Bright field TEM image
with inset showing high resolution image of nanoparticles attached to a cube surface, b)
SAED diffraction pattern corresponding to the cube in a) , c) high resolution TEM image of
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cube-like nanoparticles attached to the cube, and d) SAED of nanoparticles showing Sn3O4
polycrystalline pattern.
The XRD spectrum at 2θ angle ranging from 10 to 80⁰ in Figure 29 is from powder after
48 hours aging. It illustrates the typical diffraction pattern of CuSn(OH)6. Most peaks matches
with tetragonal CuSn(OH)6 phase (P4/mbm, a= 7.576Å, c=8.099Å, JCPDS 20-0369). However,
there is also secondary phases existed in the pattern which are boxed with red lines. The intensity
of secondary phases are much lower than CuSn(OH)6 suggesting that majority of powder
consisted of CuSn(OH)6 phase with small trace of secondary
phases. This result matches with
5000
4500
previous TEM results showing nanoscale Sn-rich particles
existed in the growth process.
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Figure 29. The XRD spectrum of powder after 48 hours aging, which matches with CuHS
diffraction pattern despite some extra peaks. The peaks within the red boxes do not belong
to CuHS.
CuHS powder was then subjected to the thermal treatment. TGA was used to analyze
thermal decomposition behavior of CuHS in N2 or air flow. Literatures have suggested the two-
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stage thermal decomposition profile in metal stannates. The first decomposition temperature
normally appears at the range of 250-350⁰C, and the second decomposition happened at the
range of 560-760⁰C. Copper hydroxystannate was found to have the following decomposition
characteristics upon heating:

CuSn(OH ) 6  CuSnO3.  3H 2 O.....................225  250C (Stage I)
CuSnO3  CuO  SnO2 ....................................630  653C (Stage II)
Thermal decomposition temperature of CuHS in this work was ~19-23⁰C lower at first
stage, which could be attributed to particle size and morphology difference.
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decrease of mass occured at ~200⁰C for both samples ran under N2 and air flow, suggesting
dehydrating process of CuHS. However, there was another mass loss observed at ~483⁰C for N2
run, and at ~821⁰C for air run sample. In addition, samples ran under air flow experienced slight
mass gain after the second weight loss at ~483⁰C. In order to identify the thermally induced
reactions, both samples were collected and further subjected to XRD analysis. Figure 30 c)
shows the XRD spectra of collected samples. The XRD pattern of sample thermally annealed
with N2 flow shows the peaks of SnO2 (P42/mnm, JCPD 77-0447), Cu2O (Pn-3m, JCPD770199), and Cu3Sn (JCPD 03-1010). The sample thermally annealed with air flow, on the other
hand, shows SnO2 (P42/mnm, JCPD 77-0447), and CuO (C2/c, JCPD 48-1548). This result
suggests that instead of the two-stage reaction process, CuHS experiences a three-stage process
as listed below:

CuSn(OH ) 6  CuSnO3.  3H 2 O ……………………….. Stage I

4CuSnO3  2Cu 2 O  4SnO2  O2 …………………………Stage II
2Cu 2 O  O2  4CuO ……………………Stage III
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Copper stannate lost oxygen while thermally decomposed into cuprous oxide and tin dioxide.
When exposed to an oxygen rich condition, cuprous oxide further thermally oxidized to cupric
oxide, and the mass increased.
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Figure 30. Thermal analysis of CuHS particles from TGA: a) Mass loss versus (vs.)
temperature, b) rate of mass loss vs. temperature, and c) the corresponding XRD spectrum.

Figure 31 a) shows the SEM image of cubes after thermal annealing at 400⁰C. Due to the
semiconducting feature, there is surface charging observed in SEM images. Nonetheless, a-CS
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still maintains a cube-like structure after annealing at 400⁰C. EDS analysis further proves the
composition of Cu:Sn:O close to 1:1:3 atomic ratio. Figure 31 b) shows the SEM image of cubes
after thermal annealing at 900⁰C. The surface of cubes increases roughness. In addition,
nanosized asperities clearly appear on the particle surface.

a)

cps

b)
keV

500nm

500nm

Figure 31. SEM images of a) cubes after annealing at 400⁰C with an inset EDS spectrum
showing composition of Cu, Sn, O, and b) cubes with increasing surface roughness after
annealing at 900⁰C.
In conclusion, CuHS crystal growth process started with amorphous Sn-based
nanoclusters. These nanoclusters agglomerated into single crystal CuHS upon aging. XRD
pattern matches with CuHS phase despite of secondary phases exsit. CuHS thermally
decomposed into a-CS which resulted into first mass loss. It further turned into Cu2O and SnO2
at higher temperature, which attributed to second mass loss. At oxygen rich condition, Cu2O
thermally oxidized into CuO. The surface roughness increased along with appearance of
nanosized asperities when a-CS decomposed. With the results of metal (hydroxyl-) stannate, we
then move to discuss the bimetal (hydroxyl-) stannate in the following section.
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4.2 Copper Zinc Stannate (CZS)
Metal-alloyed oxides, such as indium zinc oxide and zinc tin oxide, have potential
applications in transistors, photovoltaic devices, and the transparent conducting electrodes.
Alloying and doping with additional elements have the influence on the device performance
based on different alloyed element or dopant, alloyed phase composition or dopant
concentration, and etc.136-138 For example, Ta-alloyed TiO2 has shown the blueshift in the band
gap engineering due to Ta substitution. Zn-doped SnO2 ball milling at different Zn:Sn ratio has
found to own different electrochemical performance, Sn-doped TiO2 nanotubes have increased
capacity compared to pure TiO2 nanotubes, and Sb-doped SnO2 has improved cyclic stability in
Li-ion battery systems.139-142
Low temperature solution-based processes with possibility to reduce manufacturing cost
have been available for synthesizing metal-alloyed oxides. Fujita et al. reported synthesis of
copper zinc hydroxycarbonate using a co-precipitation method.143 Hinted by this report and
previous study on CuHS, copper zinc hydroxystannates (CZHS) were synthesized by the similar
room temperature solution-based method using mixed Cu(NO3)2 and Zn(NO3)2 as the precursor.
For the convenience, Cu(NO3)2 and Zn(NO3)2 are represented as Cu2+ and Zn2+. The obtained
precipitates were rinsed and dried in oven overnight for further characterization. Effect of
substitution elements on the crystal growth, final products and material’s properties were
investigated. On the other hand, CTAB was introduced as the surfactant, and the resulted
products were also subjected to the SEM, TEM, XRD, TGA and BET for composition,
structures, and properties characterization.
CZHS 1-3 will be introduced first as the base understanding for bi-metal
hydroxystannates. We will investigate structures, morphologies and composition to confirm
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successfully alloyed, then, move to substitution study to compare effect of Cu2+ and Zn2+
precursor ratio in final products. On the other hand, the surfactant-assisted growth method will
be introduced in the following sections. Finally, we will thoroughly discuss the growth
mechanism in CuHS and CZHS. The influence of Zn2+ ion and CTAB in the system to the
growth process and final products will be summarized. The electrochemical performance will be
discussed in chapter 5.

4.2.1 Copper Zinc Hydroxystannate (CZHS)
CZHS was synthesized using a similar room temperature solution-based method as
CuHS. Cu(NO3)2 and Zn(NO3)2 in 1:3 ratio were first

mixed together before adding into

Na2SnO3 solution. Precipitates were collected for characterization after 24 hours aging. Figure 32
a) shows bright field TEM image of collected particles. Similar to CuHS, there are some
nanoparticels along with cubes with size less than 200nm. EDS further confirms presence of
Znwith Cu:Zn:Sn close to 1:1.7:2.5, which suggests possibly new alloyed-phases formation other
than Zn-doped CuHS. SAED of the cube can be indexed with an incident electron beam along
[011] direction according to the ZnSn(OH)6 cubic structure despite of some lattice distortion,
which is also within error range. Figure 32 c) further shows the HRTEM image of nanoparticles.
The lattice fringes are clearly seen in the images which suggests crystalline feature. The
estimated d-spacing is 3.43, 3.34 and 3.13Å, respectively, for selected nanoparticles, which
matches with d-120 and d111 of Sn3O4 XRD pattern. SAED of nanoparticles shown in Figure 32 d)
further indicates polycrystalline diffraction pattern matching with Sn3O4 phase. This result
indicates CZHS growth process is likely to be similar to CuHS with Sn-based aggregates
forming nanoparticles which further agglomerate into cubes. In order to examine element
distribution and homogeneity in CZHS cubes, EDS-STEM mapping was conducted.
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Figure 32. Cubes growth after 24 hours aging with a) bright field TEM image with inset
EDS confirms composition of Cu, Zn, Sn, and O, b) SAED of cubes suggesting single
crystal diffraction pattern, c) high resolution TEM image of nanoparticles, and d) SAED of
nanoparticles showing Sn3O4 polycrystalline pattern.
Figure 33 depicts images of EDS-STEM mapping of CZHS 1-3. Cu, Zn, Sn, and O seem
evenly distributed over the cube, while nanoparticles show less Zn signal indicating Zn deficient
composition. Same result can be found in EDS point and shoot spectra. Unlike composition in
cubes, nanoparticles have composition of Cu:Zn:Sn close to 1:1:2.8 which further proved Zn
deficient composition.
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Figure 33. STEM-EDS mapping of CZHS 1-3 particles synthesized from Cu2+: Zn2+
precursor ratio 1:3 after 24 hours aging.
Both TEM and STEM-EDS indicates successfully synthesizing new alloyed stannates,
CuxZn1-xSn(OH)6, using a room temperature solution-based method. In the next section, we
move to study effect of Cu2+ and Zn2+ on the composition, structures, and particle size of final
product. Similar to CuHS, ex-situ TEM time dependent growth study will also be presented.
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4.2.2 Substitution Alloying Effect
In order to investigate the substitution ratio effect on the crystal growth habit and final
products, Cu(NO3)2 and Zn(NO3)2 with different ratios (1:1 and 3:1) were mixed before adding
into Na2SnO3 solution. Owing to the nano-sized feature, TEM was used for examined the
structures and composition. Figure 34 shows bright field TEM images of as-synthesized
nanoparticles from different Cu2+ and Zn2+ precursor ratio after 24 hours aging. Both samples
show similar cube-like structure with different particle size. The particle size seems to become
bigger with increasing Cu2+: Zn2+ ratio. In addition, there is no Zn signal detected in CZHS 3-1
suggesting CZHS3-1 being the similar compound as CuHS.

a)

c)

b)

100nm
Cu2+:Zn2+=1:3

100nm
Cu2+:Zn2+=

1:1

200nm
Cu2+:Zn2+= 3:1

Figure 34. TEM images show cubes synthesized from different Cu2+:Zn2+ precursor ratios:
a) 1:3, b) 1:1, c) 3:1.
Dried powders were than subjected to XRD analysis for the phase study. Prior to alloyed
phase analysis, commercial TiO2 powder was used to calibrate the X-ray diffractometer in order
to eliminate instrumental error. Figure 35 shows the XRD whole spectrum and narrow range
scan of collected powder. Unalloyed CuHS and ZHS pattern were present as base line for
comparison. CZHS 1-3 has similar XRD pattern as ZHS with slight peak shift observed from
narrow range scan suggesting lattice distortion from the alloyed element. ZHS (200), which
corresponds to the peak at 22.783, shift to the higher angle towards CHS (200) pattern
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corresponding to the peak at 23.435. In addition, peaks at higher angle appear to have the peak
split which is likely from the effect of alloying. In contrast, CZHS 3-1 has exact same XRD
pattern as CuHS with no obvious peak shift observed, which match with previous EDS result
suggesting similar compound of CZHS 3-1 and CuHS. CZHS 1-1, on the other hand, has the
XRD pattern possessing both ZHS and CuHS features. Spectrum from 20-26 clearly shows the
alloying effect. The major peak locates in between ZHS (200) and CuHS (200). At the same
time, profound peak split can also be observed. In general, with increasing Cu2+ ( with radius
0.0073Å) and Zn2+ (with radius 0.0074Å) precursor ratio, peaks shift towards higher angle.
These results suggest successful substitution reaction which causes the lattice distortion.
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Figure 35. XRD spectra of alloyed samples with different substitution ratios: pure ZHS,
CZHS 1-3, CZHS 1-1, CZHS 3-1, pure CuHS from a) 15-80⁰, b) 20-26⁰ and 50-60⁰ for close
examining peaks shift.
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STEM-EDS mapping was also used to examine element distribution and homogeneity in
CZHS 1-1. It shows the similar result as CZHS 1-3 that Sn, Cu, Zn and O are evenly distributed
in cubes, while nanoparticles also have less Zn distribution. In order to understand more about
the crystal growth process, ex-situTEM was conducted.
Sn-L

Cu-k

Zn-k

O-k

Figure 36. STEM-EDS mapping suggesting similar element distribution and homogeneity
in CZHS 1-1 as CZHS 1-3.
Figure 37 shows the TEM images of the sample collected at selected time points (10
mins, 0.5 hours, 2 hours, 4 hour and 24 hours). It suggests similar growth process with bimodal
population of particles along the crystal growth. The growth process is relatively fast in CZHS 13. High populated cubes can be found after 10 mins aging with nanoparticles presence. The
shape of particles is a fine cube with well-defined edges. Despite there are some small cubes
exist, the highest populated particles are at the size around 100nm-150nm, and there is no bigger
particle found even after 24 hours aging. Compared to CZHS 1-3, the growth process of CZHS
1-1 is noticeably slower. After 10 mins aging, there are some cubes present. However, growth
still continues for cubes with nanoparticles keep attaching for completing the crystal growth. The
well-defined cubes after 24 hours aging have particle size around 200nm. CZHS 3-1 growth is
the slowest compared to others. There is no cube found even after 0.5 hours aging, and
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agglomeration of nanoclusters into nanoparticles is observed similar to CuHS. In addition, after
24 hours aging, the edges of cubes are still not well defined, and the particles have grown to size
around 500nm. It is worth to mention even with same composition as CuHS, the growth process
of CZHS 3-1 seems faster with the presence of Zn2+. We will discuss the growth mechanism
related to the existence of substitution element in the later section.

Time (hrs)
t= 10mins

t= 0.5

t= 2

Cu:Zn=1:3

a)

t= 4

t= 24

Cu:Zn=1:1

100nm

Cu:Zn=3:1

200nm

200nm

Figure 37. Ex-situ TEM time depend study of particles synthesized from different Cu2+ and
Zn2+ precursor ratio. X-axis as time, and Y-axis as precursor ratio.
TEM-EDS has the advantage over SEM-EDS because of the possibility of investigating
composition of individual particle, and was used to study the composition distribution of CZHS
cubes and nanoparticles along the growth process. Figure 38 a) shows the composition analysis
of selected cubes and particles for CZHS 1-3. Cubes formed after 0.5 and 24 hours aging seems
to have the same Cu:Zn ratio. Cu:Zn ratio is more random in nanoparticles with typically Cu-rich
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composition which matches with previous EDS-STEM result. CZHS 1-1 shows the similar
result as CZHS 1-3. Comparison of CZHS 1-3 and CZHS 1-1 cubes is made in Figure 38 c). It
suggests CZHS 1-3 having Cu: Zn ratio close to 1:1, and CZHS 1-1 having Cu: Zn ratio close to
3.5:1. More deviated composition distribution of cubes is observed in CZHS 1-1 indicating
possible composition diversity of cubes in the final products.
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Figure 38. TEM-EDS analysis f of selected cubes and particles with sample a) CZHS 1-3, b)
CZHS 1-1, and c) comparison of CZHS 1-3 and CZHS 1-1 with y-axis as Cu/Zn ratio and
x-axis as samples.
Thermal analysis was conduct using TGA to examine thermal decomposition behavior of
CZHS samples. The test condition was set to be the same as CuHS for comparison. Samples
were annealed at 5C/ mins to 900C under N2 flow. Figure 39 a) and b) depict the TGA data.
Using CuHS as the baseline material, CZHS 3-1 has similar trend as CuHS with a major mass
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loss at around 213⁰C following by a small mass loss at around 845C. CZHS 1-1 has the first
major mass loss at around 223C. Instead of having only one small mass loss around 834C,
CZHS 1-1shows the extra peak at around 391C which suggests possibly existence of the
impurities. CZHS 1-3, in contrast, has nearly no secondary mass loss. The major mass loss
happens at temperature around 231C which is higher than CuHS. At the same time, very small
peak (0.008 weight%/⁰C) is observed at much lower temperature around 761C indicating
different phase change due to Zn2+ substitution. The overall trend observed is the first mass loss
happened towards higher temperature with increasing of Zn2+ content, and zinc rich particles
show less mass loss at the secondary transition temperature.
CZHS 1-3 powder was then collected and studied using XRD for composition and phase
analysis. XRD pattern suggests in addition to SnO2 and Cu2O phases, Zn2SnO4 (Fd-3m, JCPD742184) pattern also exists. As summarized in previous chapter, ZHS and CuHS have thermal
decomposition properties as:

ZnSn(OH ) 6  ZnSnO3  3H 2 O
2ZnSnO3  Zn2 SnO 4  SnO2
CuSn(OH ) 6  CuSnO3.  3H 2 O
4CuSnO3  2Cu 2 O  4SnO2  O2
It is obvious that CZHS shows a combined thermal decomposition behavior as ZHS and CuHS
as follows:

Cu x Zn1 x Sn(OH ) 6  Cu x Zn1 x SnO3
Cu x Zn1 x SnO3  Cu 2 O  Zn2 SnO4  SnO2
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The small mass loss is resulted from the formation of Cu2O similar to CuHS system, which could
reflect the degree of substitution of Cu and Zn. The reason of peak shifting remains unclear.
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Figure 39. Thermal analysis of CZHS particles from TGA data with a) mass loss vs
temperature, b) rate of mass loss vs temperature, and corresponding XRD spectrum c) for
composition analysis. CuHS is present in the data as a baseline to examine the effect of Zn 2+
substitution.
TEM was used to examine cubes (CZHS 1-3) after thermal annealing at 400C since
surface charging was severe in CZS samples. Similar to CuHS, there is no obvious change after
annealing at 400C in morphology. However, structure has changed from single crystal CZHS to
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amorphous CZS. Similar result has been found when the cube exposed to high energy electron
beam (300 KeV) irradiation as shown in Figure 40 c). Electron beam exposed cubes turn from
single crystal into amorphous structure. It has been suggested that electron beam irradiation is
possible to dehydrate hydroxystannates into amorphous stannates.144 The sample collected after
thermal annealing at 900⁰C resulted in the agglomeration which is shown in Figure 40 b).

a)

b)

500nm

100nm

Figure 40. TEM images of a) cubes after annealing at 400C with inset SAED showing
amorphous diffraction ring, and b) SEM image of aggromerated cubes after annealing at
900C. c) SAED of the selected cube changes from single crystal pattern to amorphous ring
after high energy electron beam irradiation.
Effect of different amount of Zn2+substitution can also be observed from the digital
image. Figure 41 shows the photograph of powder collected from samples thermal annealing at
400⁰C. From the left to the right represents CZS 1-3, CZS 1-1, CZS 3-1 and a-CS, respectively.
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It is noticeable that the color changes from olive green to pale green with increasing Zn2+
content, and there is no obvious color change between sample CZS 3-1 and a-CS.
With increasing Cu(NO3)2 / Zn(NO3)2 precursor ratio

CZS1-3

CZS1-1

CZS3-1

a-CS

Figure 41. The photograph shows the color change of the powder based on different
Cu(NO3)2 and Zn(NO3)2 precursor ratio.
We have shown that introducing Zn2+ into the growth solution had profound influence on
particle size, growth rate and composition of final products. Increased Zn2+ in the growth system
tended to speed up the crystal growth process and decreased the particle size. At the same time, it
also increased the Zn content in the final product. XRD analysis suggests that with increased
Zn2+, the resulted powder had the pattern with more ZHS content. Slight peak shift towards
higher angle was observed indicating a lattice distortion due to successful alloying. STEM-EDS
mapping shows each element was homogeneously distributed in these new alloyed stannic cubes
while zinc was deficient in nanoparticles. Thermal analysis using TGA has indicated that high
Zn2+ substitution resulted in the disappearance of secondary mass loss that was observed in
CuHS. Thermal decomposition product was similar to those of ZHS and CuHS systems. CuxZn1xSnO3

was found after mid-temperature annealing, and Cu2O, Zn2SnO4 and SnO2 were found

after high-temperature annealing. We will move to study the effect of introducing surfactant into
the system in the next section, and the throughout discussion of the effect of Zn substitution and
surfactant on the growth process will be presented at the end of this chapter.
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4.2.3 Surfactant Effect
Materials with different morphologies have been found to have different performance.
Xiao et al. suggested that electrochemical performance were different between octahedral,
truncated-octahedral, and cubic Co3O4.145 In addition, porous materials have been considered as
competitive candidates in many applications because more reactive surface area may be present
throughout the materials. For example, porous carbons as electrodes for supercapacitors have
been found to have good rate performance due to the enhancement of ionic transportation.
Modified mesoporous silica has been used for mercury adsorption from aqueous media, and
mesoporous TiO2 has proved to enhance performance in DSSC.146-150
Pores can be classified into micropores (<2 nm), mesopores (2–50 nm) and macropores
(> 50nm) according to International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC). In this
work, mesoporous copper zinc hydroxystannates, CuxZn1-xSn(OH)6 was successfully synthesized
by a room temperature surfactant-assisted method. In a typical process, a cation surfactant,
CTAB, with a certain molar concentration was first added into Na2SnO3 solution. The solution
turned from the transparent to the pale white after 30 min stirring. Cu(NO3)2 and Zn(NO3)2 in 1:3
ratio were first well mixed together, and then introduced to the CTAB- Na2SnO3 solution
dropwise. The solution was aged for 24 hours, and precipitates were filtered, rinsed and dry in
oven overnight. Collected powders were characterized by SEM, TEM, XRD, EDS, TGA and CV
to study structures, morphology, composition, as well as thermal and electrochemical properties.
So far, we have introduced CZHS 1-3, CZHS 1-1 and CZHS 3-1 labeled based on different Cu2+
and Zn2+ precursor ratio. CZHS with CTAB assisted samples will be denoted as CZHS 1-3c for
simplicity.
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Figure 42 shows the SEM images of CZHS 1-3 and CZHS 1-3c, which suggests that the
morphology is changed from the cube to the sphere under the influence of 0.0075M CTAB. In
addition, inserted TEM images shows that instead of fully smooth surface, the sphere is likely
formed from nanoparticle aggregation which results in loosely packed structure. CZHS 1-3c
spheres have particle size around 150-200nm which is slightly bigger than CZHS 1-3 cubes.

b)

a)

100nm

100nm

1µm

1µm

Figure 42. SEM morphologies study of a) CZHS 1-3 with inset TEM suggesting cube-like
structure, and b) CZHS 1-3c with inset TEM showing sphere like structure. The contrast
from the spheres is likely induced from porosity.
Collected powders were than subjected to XRD analysis. The XRD patterns comparison between
CZHS 1-3 nanocubes and CZHS 1-3c nanospheres is shown in Figure 43. There is no obvious
difference between two spectra, and the patterns are similar to ZHS pattern. These results suggest
that introducing CTAB to the growth system will not change Cu and Zn substitution ratio in final
compounds, but only modify the structure. Therefore, we changed the concentration of CTAB in
the growth solution, and studied the morphologies alternation by adding different amount of
CTAB.
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Figure 43. XRD spectra of CZHS 1-3 nanocubes and CZHS 1-3c nanospheres.
Figure 44 demonstrates the SEM images of nanoparticles synthesized at different CTAB
concentration. Under 0.00025 M CTAB concentrations, nanoparticles show nearly similar
structure with non-uniform size distribution. When concentration increases to 0.001M, there are
some spheres found along with cubes, suggests structure deviation under dilute CTAB solution.
As CATB concentration further increased to 0.005M, size and shape become more uniform. The
particles change from solid cubes into the shape with less defined surfaces and corners. At the
same time, the center of nanoparticles seems less condense suggesting possible porous structure
formation. When CTAB concentration is 0.01M, the particles turn into spheres structure with
enhancement of particle size and shape distribution, which is similar to the particles synthesized
under 0.0075M CTAB concentration. As previous chapter introduced, these amphiphilic
surfactants were found to self-assemble into micelles or vesicles in aqueous solution by van der
Waals and electrostatic. It presents a critical concentration (CMC) that the concentration of
CTAB has to exceed for micelle formation. It is also possible to alter the particle’s structures by
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using different CTAB concentration. The detail growth mechanism will be discussed in the next
section.

a)

b)

500nm
500nm

200nm

c)

d)

HRTEM

100nm

200nm

Figure 44. SEM images of nanoparticles formed under various CTAB concentrations: a)
0.00025M, b) 0.001M, c) 0.005M, and d) 0.01M.
High resolution SEM, HAADF and TEM images of selected particles are shown in
Figure 45. Unlike CZHS 1-3, CZHS 1-3c particle surface has obvious nanosize asperities.
HAADF images further show that particles contain mesopores, which further proved the spheres
are formed from nanoparticle aggregation. In addition, SAED suggests that the whole spheres are
single crystal structure despite of some streaked diffraction spots observed in the pattern. The
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streaks may be due to the slight orientation-misalignment in the nanoclusters assembly (i.e.,
single crystal nanocube) as well as the defects within the nanocube.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 45. Structural analysis of CZHS 1-3c. a) High resolution SEM image showing the
surface roughness, b) and c) HAADF-TEM and HRTEM images showing the mesoporous
cube structure, and d) SAED suggesting single crystalline feature of the mesoporous cube
despite some streaked spots.
STEM-EELS line scanning and mapping were used to investigate CZHS 1-3c element
distribution. As shown in Figure 46, Cu, Zn and Sn are homogeneously distributed over CZHS 13c. With Cu and Zn substituted with each other, Sn is the richest element at the surface which
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also possibly acts as growth units. Zn is slightly richer than Cu which is consistent with previous
CZHS 1-3 analysis.

Sn
Cu
Zn

Sn
Zn

Sn(485ev)
Cu(931eV)
Zn(1020eV)

Cu

Figure 46. CZHS 1-3c element distribution analysis through STEM-EELS line scanning
and mapping .
The structure evolution of particles along the aging was also studied using ex-situ TEM.
Also, similar to CZHS 1-3, CZHS 1-3c formed at relatively short period of time. After 10 mins
aging, crystalline spheres have already been found. Extending the aging time does not have
much influence on the size and shape of as-grown spheres, but will increase the population. Most
populated particles are around 150-200nm. In addition, along with spheres, there are some
nanoparticles existed, which suggests the growth mechanism of CZHS 1-3c is likely to be related
to CZHS 1-3. Sn-based nanoparticles act as growth units, which further aggregated into
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mesoporous CZHS 1-3c. More detail growth mechanism will be discussed later, including the
formation of mesopores within the structure when introducing CTAB.

Time (hrs)
t= 10mins

t= 0.5

t= 1

t= 2

t= 4

t= 24

200nm

Figure 47. Ex-situ TEM images of CZHS 1-3c particles after different duration time of
aging.
CZHS 1-3c was than thermal annealing at 400⁰C for 4 hours for thermal decomposition
into CZS 1-3c. Collected powder and CZS 1-3 were than subjected to surface area and pore size
distribution analysis using an automatic chemisorption analyzer. Samples were first degassing at
120⁰C for 12 hours to remove contamination. Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) theory and
Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) theory were used to calculate specific surface area and pore size
distribution from nitrogen adsorption-disorption isotherm. CZHS 1-3c has shown typical type IV
N2 isotherm with hysteresis loop at P/P0 0.4-0.7. This N2 isotherm suggests narrow pore size
distribution which is also confirmed by BJH pore size distribution curve.151, 152 BJH pore size
distribution curve shows that pore size distributes between 2-5nm with the peak center around
4nm. Specific surface area calculated from BET suggests that surface area of 134.6m2/g for CZS
1-3c. In contrast, CZS 1-3 shows typical type I N2 isotherm with no obvious hysteresis loop.
There is still a small spike showing in BJH pore size distribution curve which might be from
nanoparticles attached to cubes surface. Surface area of CZS 1-3 cubes is 49.5m2/g which is
much smaller compared to CZS 1-3C spheres.
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Figure 48. Surface area and pore size distribution analysis from nitrogen adsorptiondesorption isotherm of a) CZHS 1-3c and b) CZHS 1-3.
These results indicate that CTAB functions not only as the growth director, but also can
induce porosity within the structure. In order to understand growth mechanism of CZHS 1-3c,
we will study CZHS 1-3 first, since these two systems seem to have related growth process with
similar final compounds. After we clearly resolve CZHS 1-3, we will move to study the
influence of CTAB on the growth process. The structure alternation and pore formation
mechanism from this CTAB-assisted method will also be discussed.

4.3 Discussion of the Crystal Growth
From the kinetic controlled aspect, the crystal growth sometimes will go through several
thermodynamically possible stages instead of one-step crystallization as mentioned in previous
chapter. Nonsoichiometric amorphous and crystalline intermediate phases were commonly found
along the growth process.16 Introducing organic molecules as well as inorganic species can have
a powerful control on nucleation and the growth kinetic, and they can also act as growth
directors.

153, 154

For example, when introduce third element into binary solution systems, the
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outcome from this extra element is unpredictable. It may form complex ions in the solution,
adsorb on nuclei, and etc. We could consider this extra element as impurity in the growth system.
Depends on the types of impurity, they can integrate into growth units and the crystal growth
might become slower or faster. They can also incorporate into the crystal especially when the
lattices are similar. Sometimes, impurities can selectively absorb on kink, step or ledge of crystal
face and further hinder the crystal growth.155 We will study CuHS crystal growth process as our
based- understanding of this system, and then discuss influence of adding Zn2+ into the system.
Finally, we will present how cation surfactant, CTAB, can affect the crystal growth.
In CuHS synthesis, the growth process started with nonsoichiometric amorphous
nanoclusters (with less than 10nm, tin-based compound). Cu2+ subsequently alloyed into the
nanocluster, and held the structure into poorly crystalline nanoparticles (with size around 1050nm, Cux- Sn4O3 )at the same time. These poorly crystalline nanoparticles acted as growth units
and further aggregated into crystalline CuSn(OH)6 cubes. The reactions are summarized as
follow:
2

Na2 SnO3  3H 2O  H 2O  2 Na   Sn(OH )6 …………………(I)
2

(1  x)Sn(OH )6  xCu 2    Cux  Sn(1 x )O( 2 x )  yH 2O 0  x  0.5 ………………….(II)

2Cux  Sn(1 x )O( 2 x )  3H 2O  CuSn(OH )6 x  0.5 …………(III)
Reaction I and II happened spontaneously as nanoparticles aggregated into crystalline
CuSn(OH)6 cubes. Next, we will discuss the effect of introducing Zn2+ to the system.
From TEM-EDS and STEM-EDS mapping analysis, we can see that even Zn2+ was
added at the same time with Cu2+, nanoparticles are Zn-deficient composition, which suggested
that there might be sequential reactions happened as:
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Sn(OH ) 6

2

 Cu 2  Zn 2  Cu x  Sn(1 x ) O( 2 x )  Zn 2  Cu1 y Zn y  Sn(1 x ) O( 2 x ) 0  x  0.5

Cu-alloyed Sn-based aggregates seems kinetically more favorable than Zn-alloyed Sn-based
aggregates. While compared substitution amount to the precursor ratio, it was found that Zn2+
rich synthesis condition resulted in final product with higher Zn substitution ratio (CZHS 1-3)
even the nanoparticles were Zn-deficient compounds. When Cu2+ and Zn2+ had same initial
concentration, final product CZHS 1-1 was Cu rich compound. While in Cu2+ rich synthesis
condition, there was no Zn signal detected in CZHS 3-1.
Samples

Precursor ratio
Cu(NO3)2 : Zn(NO3)2

Final substitution ratio
Cu:Zn

CZHS3-1

3:1

No Zn detected

CZHS1-1

1:1

~3.5:1

CZHS1-3

1:3

~1:1

Table III. List of sample synthesis conditions and final compounds substitution ratio.
This result could be explained by activity and ionic strength in diluted solutions. In
infinite diluted solutions, activity coefficient can be calculated as:
 I 1/ 2 
log  c   A z  z  
1/ 2 
I  I 
1
2
I   ci z i
2
a c   c ci

where  c = activity coefficient
A= Debye-Huckel constant, which is 0.509 at 25⁰C
z z = valances of cation and anion

I = ionic strength
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ci and zi = concentration and valance of given ion, respectively.

ac = solute activity
Even though it is hard to calculate the real Cu2+ and Zn2+ concentrations in the solution
throughout the process since they were constantly consumed by the growth units, and the
solution is also unlikely to be ideal, the concept is still useful as a reference. Cu2+ and Zn2+ have
same valance state and similar ionic radius (74pm for Zn2+ and 73pm for Cu2+). The factor that
determines ionic strength and activity is concentration. As the part of Cu2+ was consumed at the
first step to form Cu-alloyed Sn-based aggregates, Cu2+ concentration was lower than initial
concentration, while Zn2+ still remained similar concentration. In this case, Zn2+ concentration
became higher than Cu2+ in both CZHS 1-3 and CZHS 1-1 synthesis condition, which resulted in
higher activity of Zn2+ than Cu2+. Consequently, Zn2+ alloyed into growth units at higher rate
than Cu2+ resulted in balancing the Cu and Zn composition of the final compounds. While in
CZHS 3-1, because of much higher Cu2+: Zn2+ synthesis condition, concentration of Zn2+ was
likely always lower than Cu2+ even with initial consumption of Cu2+. As a result, Cu2+ had higher
activity which made Zn2+ hard to alloy into growth units.
In addition, introducing Zn2+ into the system not only tuned the composition of final
compounds, but also altered the growth kinetic. There was no obvious amorphous nanocluster
found even only after 30 mins aging suggesting that aggregation was much faster when Zn2+
incorporated into the system. Surface of CuHS and CZHS crystal is depicted in Figure 49. There
were some obvious steps observed on CuHS crystal surface while surface of CZHS was
relatively smooth. This result suggests that Zn2+ was likely to selectively absorb on the more
active sites, such as steps or kinks, which further achieved full surface coverage and retarded the
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crystal growth. Consequently, particle size distribution was narrower when introducing Zn2+ into
the system, since the growth process was performed at relatively higher rate.

CuHS

CZHS1-3

Amorphous cluster

Small particle

Small particle

50nm

50nm

Step

50nm

50nm

Figure 49. STEM images showing the comparison between CuHS and CZHS 1-3.
As shown in Figure 50, CuHS had more diverse size distribution. Slower full surface coverage
rate resulted in the freshly formed growth units constantly absorbed on the crystal surface to
continue the crystal growth. This result suggests that adding Zn2+ into the system can not only
achieve composition tunability of final compounds, it can also fasten the crystal growth process
and further narrow down the particle size distribution. With these results and discussion in mind,
we then will move to discuss the influence of cation surfactant, hexadecyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB).
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a)

b)

1 µm

1 µm

Figure 50. SEM images showing particle size distribution of a) CuHS and b) CZHS 3-1.
Using the similar growth condition as CZHS 1-3, CTAB was introduced into the
Na2SnO3 solution prior to adding mixed Cu(NO3)2 and Zn(NO3)2 to the system. As previous
chapter has shown, the final compound had the same composition as CZHS 1-3 while the
morphology has changed from the cube to the sphere, and surface area has increased due to the
mesoporous structure. Liquid crystal templating and cooperated self-assembly system are two
commonly used theories to explain these hybrid nano-organization when surfactants present. In
liquid crystal templating mechanism, organic species first formed liquid crystal in the solution
because of amphiphilic nature. Inorganic species then surround these liquid templates, which
might cause from electrostatic force between inorganic species and a polar head group.
Subsequent thermal annealing is used to remove organic templates and induce mesoporous
structure.156 In cooperated self-assembly, electrostatic interaction between inorganic species and
organic species is the driving force for self-assembly, and pre-organized organic species is not
necessary. The charge density of inorganic species determines number of organic species
associated with inorganic species and also liquid crystal morphology. The whole process can be
summarized into two stages: reorganized of inorganic species and organic surfactant into liquid
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crystal, and condensation of inorganic phase. It was also known that the monotail surfactant is in
dynamic equilibrium with their monomer, which means that inorganic species can react with
monomer and reconstruct micelles. Generally, both liquid crystal templating and cooperated selfassembly happens within synthesis. Formation of micelles in the solution is determined by
hydrophobic van der Waals forces and electrostatic interactions between a polar head group and
inorganic species. Typically synthesis paths include four different combinations: S+I-, S-I+, S+MI+ and S-M+I-, with S as surfactants, I as inorganic species and M as intermediate ions.157
CTAB was one of widely used surfactants to direct nanoparticles growth and induce
porous structures.158, 159 It was selected in our growth system due to the amphiphilic nature and
cationic head group. The growth mechanism is similar to S+M-I+ system with CTAB as S+,
Sn(OH)62- as M- as well as Cu2+ and Zn2+ as I+. Figure 51 depicts the proposed growth
mechanism for this mesoporous CZHS 1-3c.

A

B

C

CH3
N+
Br-

CH3

CH3

Sn(OH)62Cux-Sn3O4

D

Cu2+

Zn2+

Figure 51. Schematic illustration of mesoporous CZHS growth mechanism using CTAB as
the growth director.
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As cation surfactant, CTAB introduced into Na2SnO3 solution, the electrostatic interaction
between Sn(OH)62- and cationic head group caused the formation of liquid crystals. At the same
time, because of the amphiphilic nature, hydrophobic tails will form the micelles under the
influence of the anionic charge. At step B, Cu2+ and Zn2+ were further introduced into the
system. Similar to CZHS 1-3, Cu2+ first incorporated with anion and form Cu-alloyed Sn3O4, and
Zn2+ further alloyed into the growth units. Condensation of CZHS during aging further lead to
CTAB reorganize, and freshly formed Sn-based aggregates further adsorbed onto the particle
surfaces. The combined growth mechanism from liquid crystal templating and cooperated selfassembly were further proved from altering Cu2+ and Zn2+ ratio under same CTAB concentration.
Presumably, under liquid crystal templating mechanism, the change of Cu2+ and Zn2+ ratio
should not affect the final morphologies since the micelle with same shape formed under same
concentration. However, morphologies of final compounds changed with different Cu2+ and Zn2+
ratio as shown in Figure 52. As Cu2+ first reacted with Sn(OH)62-, different Cu2+ and Zn2+ ratio
caused the different charge density at the following stages. Together with previous study on
morphology alternation from different CTAB concentration under same Cu2+ and Zn2 ratio, it
seems that both van der Waals forces of hydrophobic head group and electrostatic force between
organic and inorganic species played the roles as growth directors.

a)

b)

200nm

200nm
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Figure 52. SEM images of CZHS final compounds under same CTAB concentration for
different precursor cation ratios: a) Cu2+: Zn2+=1:3, b) Cu2+: Zn2+=1:1.

4.4. Summary
The growth mechanism of CuHS was studied using ex-situ TEM in the beginning of the
chapter. The multi-stages assembly was found instead of the single stage process. The crystal
growth started with co-precipitation induced amorphous Sn-based nanoclusters, which then
aggregated into Cu-alloyedd Sn-based aggregates as intermediate growth units. Those Cualloyed Sn-based aggregates further assembled into the single crystal cube upon aging. The
similar growth mechanism was found in CZHS. Only the Sn-based aggregates were Zn-deficient
composition, which suggested there might be a sequential reaction. Cu-alloyed Sn-based
aggregates might be kinetically more favorable than Zn-alloyed Sn-based aggregates.
Effect of Zn2+ on the final compounds and growth process was also discussed, which
suggested tunability of final compounds, size and the crystal growth rate. Cu: Zn substition ratio
was modified in final compounds through tuning Cu2+: Zn2+ precursor ratios. Much faster growth
rate and smaller particle size were found with increasing Zn2+:Cu2+ precursor ratio, and narrower
size distribution was observed in CZHS 3-1 than CuHS. These influences were likely originated
from the ionic activity and characteristic difference of Cu2+ and Zn2+ in the growth solution.
Influence of cation surfactant, CTAB, was also deliberated. The morphology changed from the
cube to the sphere. In addition, CTAB-assisted CZHS 1-3c showed much higher surface area and
mesoporosity. Both liquid crystal templating and cooperated self-assembly were used to explain
the formation of mesoporous CZHS 1-3c.
There are still some questions need to be clarified with the ex-situ TEM study. The first
one is the phase and crystallinity of those Sn-based intermediate growth units. Even though the
ex-situ TEM study suggests the polycrystalline Sn3O4 feature, the crystallization of those
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aggregates could happen from the post-effect. It is possible the aggregates remained as complexhydroxide in the solution. The other is how did the cations Cu2+ and Zn2+ get incorporated into
the lattices of crystalline Sn-based aggregates? There was no evidence found in the diffraction
pattern while the TEM-EDS mapping clearly revealed homogeneous elemental distribution of
Cu, Zn, Sn and O in those aggregates. Two possible explanations emerged for this result. First,
cations could be alloyed into the lattice without obvious change for SAED due to the similar
atomic radius. Second, cations might be incorporated into the aggregates by adsorbing on the
surface’s hydroxyl group and stayed as amorphous form. In order to answer those questions, we
have been using the in-situ synchrotron X-ray spectroscopy facilities in Brookhaven National
Laboratory to clearly identify the intermediate phases and understand the structure evolution
during different growth stages. Before that, in the next chapter, electrochemical performance will
be presented to further investigate process-materials-performance relationship.
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CHAPTER 5: DEVICES-RELATED
CHARATERIZATION, PERFORMANCE AND
DISCUSSION
Cyclic voltammetry was used to study the electrochemical process of as-fabricated cells.
It is a very popular and powerful tool to examine the new material systems. The low scan rate,
0.5mVs-1, was selected to avoid non-faradic currents from the electrical double layer effect at
high scan rate as well as to ensure that the electrochemical process has time to take place. The
voltage window was chosen to be 0.01V-2.0V for a-CS and 0.01V-3.0V for CZS 3-1, CZS 1-3
and CZS 1-3c. a-CS and CZS 3-1 will be discussed first to understand the basic electrochemical
reaction. CZS 1-3 and CZS 1-3c will then be studied to examine the effect of Zn alloying. After
cycling, the cell will was dis-assembled. The microstructural and composition variation before
and after cycling will be investigated though SEM and XRD.

5.1 Cyclic Volumetric Performance
Cyclic voltammograms (CV) of as-fabricated a-CS electrode at a scan rate of 0.5 mVs-1 is
shown in Figure 53. The voltage window was set between 0.01V- 2.0V. At the first cycle, there
are three cathodic leaks at 0.96V, 0.24V and 0.05V vs Li/Li+. The peak at 0.96V is likely
corresponding to decomposition of electrolyte and the Li2O formation from nanosized Cu-doped
Sn-based oxide and metallic stannates as follows:
Cu x Sn1 xO2 x  (4  2 x) Li   (4  2 x)e   (1  x) Sn  xCu  (2  x) Li2O …(1)
CuSnO3  4Li   4e   Sn  2Li2 O  CuO …………………………………..(2)
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which x is the ratio of Cu to Sn in the lattice. This peak degraded at subsequent cycles was
commonly known in Sn-based oxide system, and was counted for SEI formation which
contributed to the irreversible capacity loss.160-162 The newly formed Sn than further alloyed with
Li from multistep alloying process at the voltage below 0.6V vs Li/Li+ (0.24 and 0.05V,
respectively):

Sn  xLi   xe   Lix Sn (0  x  4.4) ………………………………………..(3)
During the subsequent anodic scan, there are two peaks shown at 0.66V and 1.34V. The anodic
peak at 0.66V corresponds to dealloy LixSn which is the reverse reaction of equation (3). This
redox pair at 0.05Vand 0.24V vs 0.66V is contributed to the reversible capacity of the system.
However, there is still some degradation observed throughout the cycles suggesting the loss of
active materials resulting in the poor cycle stability. Also, the peak at 0.24V becomes less sharp
indicating quasi-reversible reaction. The peak at 1.34V is likely related to decomposition of
Li2O. Li2O was generally reported as electrochemically inactive. However, due to the nano scale
particle size, it was found that reation (1) can be partially reversible as follows:109
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Figure 53. Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of the first 6 cycles of nanostructured a-CS at a
voltage window of 0.01V- 2.0V and a scan rate of 0.5mVs-1.

3Li2 O  Cu  Sn  CuO  SnO2  6Li   6e 
The CV overlaps with each other after 4th cycles showing that the system becomes stabilized.
The correlated compound CZS 3-1 was then tested at voltage window 0.01V-3.0V and a
scan rate of 0.5 mVs-1 .The effect of the cutoff voltage range are shown in Figure 54. It shows
the similar CV as a-CS. At the first cycle, there are three cathodic leaks at 1.06V, 0.36V and
0.05V vs Li/Li+. The peak at 1.06V is likely corresponding to decomposition of electrolyte and
the Li2O formation from nanosized Cu-alloyed Sn-based oxide and metallic stannates. This peak
disappeared at subsequent cycle and is likely from the similar mechanism as the peak at 0.96V
for a-CS. The redox pair at 0.05Vand 0.36V vs 0.56V is also contributed from alloying/
dealloying process of freshly formed Sn, and is contributed to the reversible capacity of the
system. However, there is still some degradation observed throughout the cycles suggesting the
loss of active materials resulting in the poor cycle stability. The peak at 1.32V is related to the
peak at 1.34V in a-CS, which corresponds to decomposition of Li2O. While further extending
cut-off voltage to 3.0V, there are extra small peaks showed at at 2.08V and 2.43, which are likely
attributed from Cu oxidation:163

Li2O  Cu  Cu2O  2Li   2e 
At the subsequent cycles, there is a new cathodic peak showed at 1.76V. This peak is likely due
to reduction of copper oxide.164 The integral area, which is related to specific capacity, decreased
with continuous cycling which could be attributed from electrode mechanical degradation due to
the volume change from alloying/ dealloying process. In addition, undesirable Li+ trapping can
also lead to capacity degradation.160
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Both a-CS and CZS 3-1 shows first couple cycle irreversible capacity loss which could be
contributed from SEI formation at low potential vs Li/Li+. At the same time, part of the
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Figure 54. Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of the first 6 cycles of nanostructured CZS 3-1 at a
voltage window of 0.01V- 3.0V at a scan rate of 0.5mVs-1.
irreversible capacity loss is likely come from Li2O formation even with partially reversibility
from the nanosized particles. In addition, with cut-off voltage extending to 3.0V, there are some
extra peaks shown in CV suggesting some side reactions from higher overpotential. CZS 3-1
main anodic peak shifts from higher to lower overpotential compared to a-CS which could result
from smaller particle size favor into kinetic electrode process.165
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Figure 55. Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of the first 3 cycles of nanostructured a-CS and CZS
3-1, black circles showing the extra peaks with extended cut-off voltage.
Next, the effect of Zn substitution for Sn-based stannates is presented. Figure 53 shows
first 6 cycles cyclic voltammogram at of CZS 1-3 at a 0.5 mVs-1 scan rate with potential window
0.01V-3.0V. A first cathodic peak at potential 1.12V vs Li/Li+, which disappeared at subsequent
cycles, is similar to the peaks at 1.06V for CZHS 3-1, while the reaction is slightly different as
follow:
Cu x Zn1 x SnO3  4Li   4e   Sn  2Li2 O  xCuO  (1  x)ZnO

It also shows the redox pair at 0.05V and 0.28V vs 0.67V, which corresponds to reversible
alloying/ dealloying process. The anodic peak at 1.32 V is also observed in CZS 1-3. The newlyformed cathodic peak at 0.67V after 3rd cycle is likely from the Zn substitution, and the
corresponding reaction as:

ZnO  2Li   2e   Zn  Li2 O
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Figure 56. Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of the first 6 cycles of nanostructured CZS 1-3 at a
voltage window of 0.01V- 3.0V and a scan rate of 0.5mVs-1.
The CV comparison of CZS 1-3 and CZS 3-1 is shown in Figure 57. The main different
peaks are circled. There is no obvious peak observed for CZS 1-3 at higher overpotential. Since
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those peaks are corresponding to Cu redox reactions, this result suggests less newly formed
nanosized Cu-based compounds found in CZS 1-3. On the other hand, there is an extra peak at
0.67V shown in CZS 1-3 sample after 3rd cycle which is likely from Zn substitution effect. CZS
1-3 shows larger irreversible capacity loss especially at first two cycles. The reversibility of Li2O
decomposition also decreased throughout cycling suggesting poor mechanical stability or
possible particle agglomeration, since Li2O could act as buffer materials to accommodate volume
change.

166

CZS 1-3 requires higher overpotential for reaction indicating poor kinetic electrode

process from Zn substitution. The overall CV integral area of is similar for both samples
suggesting similar capacity for these two samples.
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Figure 57. Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of the first 3 cycles of nanostructured CZS 1-3 and
CZS 3-1, black circles indicating the main peak difference.
We then compared the CV of CZS 1-3 to CZS 1-3c at the same scan rate and cut-off
voltage. The CV curves almost overlap with each other suggesting similar lithiation and
dilithiation process for CZS 1-3 and CZS 1-3c. The peak at 0.28V disappeard for CZS 1-3cwhich
could be due to the formation of specific Li-Sn alloy during cycling. More study is needed to
determine the actually mechanism for missing of this peak.
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Figure 58. Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of the first 3 cycles of nanostructured CZS 1-3 and
CZS 1-3c, black circles showing the main peak difference.
So far, we have studied the electrochemical performance for as-fabricated electrodes
using cyclic voltammetry. The comparison between a-CS and CZS 3-1 at the same scan rate with
different cut-off voltage suggesting some side reactions corresponding to Cu redox process at
higher overpotential. The different in particle size could result into different electrode kinetic
process. At the same time, Zn substitution also shows the effect on kinetic and electrochemical
reactions. There is no extra peak found in higher overpotential which matches with less Cu
contain in CZS 1-3.

CZS 1-3 and CZS 1-3c show nearly overlapping CV indicating similar

electrochemical process for these two samples. The basic electrochemical reaction for as-made
samples is similar to those Sn-based oxides with large first cycle irreversible capacity loss from
reduction of oxides to metals, and possible SEI formation at the operating potential. The partially
reversible Li2O decomposition is attributed to nanoscale materials. Next section, we will
investigate the change of electrode microstructure after cycling.
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5.2 Microstructure Before and After Cycling
a-CS, CZS 1-3 and CZS 1-3c were dissemble after CV cycling. The electrodes were
subjected to SEM in order to study the microstructure changes. SEM top view and cross section
view were used to investigate the change of overall electrodes. EDS line scanning was used to
examine the composition distribution along the electrode. a-CS particles were well distributed
before cycling, while there was a dense film formation after cycling as shown in Figure 59 a) and
b). In addition, surface film cracking is observed which results in electrode pulverization.
Normally, film subjected to tensile stress that exceeds critical stress will crack and further
delaminate from substrates in order to release the elastic energy. 167 From the previous study, the
metal-alloyed type electrodes underwent compressive stress while lithiation and experienced the
tensile stress after dilithiation.168 Therefore, it is not surprise to observe film cracking after
cycling. The cracking of electrode film can also cause the breakdown of conductive network and
further increase internal resistance. Due to the increase of internal resistance, delithiation might
not be completed which results in loss of capacity. Cross section view suggests that as-prepared
electrodes have thickness around 5 µm, while the dense film forming though the bottom of the
electrode. EDS line scanning of the sample after cycling shows that the surface becomes
relatively C rich with strongest signal at 1.22 µm depth, whereas the signals of Sn and Cu are
quite stable through the layer. It is suggested that the main composition of SEI from organic
electrolyte decomposition is Li2CO3, lithium alkylcarbonates, LiF, and Li2O from the
reactions:169

2Li  2e  2(CH 2O)CO( EC )  CH 2 (OCO2 Li)CH 2OCO2 Li  CH 2CH 2
2Li  2e  2(CH 2O)CO( EC )  Li2CO3  C2 H 4( g )
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Li  e  CH3OCH2CH3 ( DMC)  CH3OCO2 Li  CH3
This result further matches with previous CV study suggesting that the possible formation of
SEI layer. Different from graphite anode which the SEI normally forms at the first cycle and
becomes stabilized, the metal-Li alloyed electrodes have dynamic formation and dissolution of
SEI. Due to the volume change during the cycling, the cracking of active materials could result
in freshly exposed metal surface which further promote SEI formation. SEI hence becomes
thicker in those metal-Li alloyed electrodes. Cracking of a-CS particles is also appears during the
cycling in our system as shown in the inset of Figure 59 b), which might be the reason of the
formation of dense film after cycling, and the consequent capacity loss.170
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Figure 59. Microstructural analysis of a-CS electrode. Top view SEM images of electrodes
a) before, and b) after cycling; and cross-sectional view SEM images of electrodes c) before,
and d) after cycling; and EDS line scanning spectra indicating the elemental distribution of
the electrode film e) before, and f) after cycling.
The similar result was found in CZS 1-3 and CZS 1-3c electrodes. The dense film
formed, and the cracks were found for both samples after cycling. As Figure 60 b) shows,
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electrochemical agglomeration is observed in CZS 1-3. The agglomeration of particles can
increase Li ion diffusion length, and may cause undesired trapping of Li ions which further leads
to capacity loss.171 The film formed after cycling was too dense to observe under SEM for CZS
1-3c.
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Figure 60. Microstructural analysis of CZS 1-3 samples a) before and b) after cycling, and
CZS 1-3c samples c) before and d) after cycling.
The overall microstructure comparison is shown in Figure 61. The crack space seems to
be larger and the cracking is more severe and extensive in a-CS. In fact, when we took out the
electrode from the disassembled cell, the as-deposit film was entirely delaminating from the Cu
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current collector and attaching to the PE separator for a-CS. Most of the electrode’s materials
still remained intact with the Cu current collector for both CZS 1-3 and CZS 1-3c.

a-CS

CZS 1-3

CZS 1-3c

10 µm

10 µm

10 µm

Figure 61. SEM images comparing the surface microstructure of a-CS, CZS 1-3 and CZS
1-3c samples after CV cycling.

5.4 Composition Analysis Before and After Cycling
XRD was used to find out the composition difference before and after CV cycling. The
as-fabricated electrodes were made from amorphous materials.However,

there are some

crystalline peaks exist after cycling suggesting new phases formation. As shown in Figure 62,
there are two small peaks at around 38.1⁰ and 44.5⁰ for a-CS. The peak at 38.1⁰ corresponds to
Li2O, and the peaks at 44.5⁰ matches with Sn phase. These results match with previous
suggestion for Sn-based oxides’ electrochemical reactions. Both CZS 1-3 and CZS 1-3c have the
same peaks in the XRD pattern. The peak at 38.1⁰ is stronger for both CZS 1-3 and CZS 1-3c
which could be the overlapping of Zn and Li2O signals. In addition, there is extra Zn peak show
at 42.9⁰ for both CZS 1-3 and CZS 1-c, which further confirmed the effect of Zn substitution on
electrochemical reactions. There are some unidentified peaks show at CZS 1-3 and CZS 1-3c,
which could be from the contamination of the samples from electrolytes.
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Figure 62. Comparison of XRD patterns of a-CS, CZS 1-3 and CZS 1-3c samples after CV
cycling.

5.5 Summary
In this chapter, electrochemical performance of a-CS, CZS 3-1, CZS 1-3 and CZS 1-3c
has been studied using cyclic voltammetry. Cyclic voltammogram data suggests that those
stannates under similar lithiation/ dilithiation reactions. Alike widely research Sn-based oxides,
the lithiation process started with oxides reduction. This process along with the SEI formation at
lower potential vs Li/Li+ were irreversible, and contributed to first couple cycles capacity loss.
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The freshly form Sn alloyed/dealloyed with Li, which contributed to reversible capacity.
However, certain degree of degradation was found for all samples which could be from the loss
of active materials. Upon changing cut-off voltage, new peaks corresponding to Cu redox
reactions were found at higher overpotential for Cu-rich stannates. In addition, the particle size
seems to have influence of electrode kinetic process. In addition, an extra peak was found in both
CZS 1-3 and CZS 1-3c showing the influence of Zn substitution.
Microstructure study from SEM further proved the cracks formation after cycling. The
cracking could increase internal resistance. CZS 1-3 showed particle agglomeration which could
further lead to loss of capacity. At the same time, a-CS particles cracked upon cycling which
could result in freshly exposed metal surface and further promote the SEI formation through the
entire electrode. EDS line scanning further confirmed the C rich surface after cycling, which
related to the compounds formed from electrolyte decomposition. As previous study shown, SEI
is mainly consisted with Li2CO3, lithium alkylcarbonates, LiF, and Li2O. On the other hand, the
newly formed thin film was spread over the entire electrode. It was suggested that SEI formed on
metal-alloyed electrode is typically much thicker than the one form on the graphite electrode.
This result could be from huge volume expansion for metal-alloyed electrodes causing
unstabilized SEI.
XRD was also used to examine the composition variation before and after cycling. The
as-fabricated electrodes were made from amorphous materials, while after cycling, there were
some crystalline peaks showed. This result suggested the phase transformation upon cycling.
Two main peaks matches with Li2O and Sn were found in all samples, which consistence with
previous CV study. In addition, samples with Zn substitution showed extra peaks that correspond
to Zn pattern, which further proved the effect of Zn substitution in electrochemical process.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOKS
This dissertation work presents a high throughput, low temperature, and solution-based
green synthesis and processing strategy for enabling various nanostructured metal and bi-metal
stannates for future energy storage and harvesting applications. Four major conclusions are
drawn as elaborated below:
Firstly, a generic green synthesis route was developed by applying a room temperature
solution-based

process

for

nanostructured

copper

and

copper-zinc

hydroxystannate

(CuSn(OH)6(CuHS) and CuxZn1-xSn(OH)6(CZHS)).
Secondly, the complex hydroxystannate solution-growth process is systematically studied
using both ex-situ and in-situ characterization techniques. Specifically, using transmission
electron microscopy, aging time dependence of these metal and bi-metal hydroxystannates
growth was investigated at selected time points. Using in-situ synchrotron x-ray scattering and
diffraction studies, the size and structure evolution of CuHS nanocubes were studied during the
solution aging process. The subconclusions are listed below:
i.

A complex multi-stage self-assembly process was identified before the final
formation of hydroxystannate nanostructures. Started from amorphous Sn-based
nanoclusters, it further aggregated into poorly crystallized Cu-alloyed Sn-based
aggregates as the intermediate growth building blocks in both metal and bi-metal
cases. Single crystal CuHS and CZHS nanostructures were further achieved from
aggregation of the growth building blocks.

ii.

When Zn2+ was added at the same time with Cu2+, the Sn-based aggregates are Zndeficient composition, which suggested there might be a sequential reaction. Cu-
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alloyed Sn-based aggregates might be kinetically more favorable than Zn-alloyed Snbased aggregates.
iii.

The Cu2+: Zn2+ precursor ratio was identified as an effective parameter to tune the
final nanocrystal composition, size, and growth kinetics in the solution. For example,
Cu: Zn substitution ratio was modified in final compounds through tuning Cu2+: Zn2+
precursor ratios. Much faster growth rate and smaller particle size were found with
increasing Zn2+:Cu2+ precursor ratio. These influences are likely originated from the
ionic activity and character difference of Cu2+ and Zn2+ in the growth solution.

iv.

A cation surfactant, CTAB, was successfully used to reconstruct the hydroxystannate
nanocrystal assemblies with different morphologies and porosity. Due to the
amphiphilic nature with cationic head groups, CTAB-organized micelles in aqueous
solution guided the unique self-assembly of mesoporous spherical CZHS nanocrystals
by consuming the Sn-based intermediate aggregates.
Third, a simple and mild post-thermal treatment of the nanostructured hydroxystannates

leads to formation of a new class of amorphous CuSnO3 (a-CS) and CuxZn1-xSnO3 (CZS)
nanostructures. Subconclusions include:
i.

The post-thermal treatment induced a two-stage phase transition for both CuHS and
CZHS systems. First was the formation of amorphous stannate nanostructures at 300400⁰C, followed by thermal decomposition into Cu2O, SnO2, and Zn2SnO4, etc.

ii.

The geometry and shape were kept intact after thermal treatment; however the
surface roughness were introduced as a result of phase segregation at higher
temperature.
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iii.

CZS achieved from thermal annealing CTAB-assisted CZHS shows increased surface
area and mesoscale porosity upon CTAB removal at 400⁰C

iv.

Homogeneous phase and composition distributions were revealed for the multi-phase
stannic nanostructures after high temperature thermal treatment up to 800⁰C.

v.

The new class of bi-metal stannates, CuxZn1-xSnO3, has shown material properties
tunability through different Zn substitution ratio. With increasing Zn2+ substitution
ratio, dehydrating temperature was shifted towards higher temperature.

Fourth,

these

thermally

processed

stannic

nanostructures

displayed

similar

electrochemical reaction characteristics to those of crystalline Sn-based oxides such as SnO2 in
Li ion batteries system.
i.

The lithiation started with reduction of stannates into freshly formed metal and Li2O
with SEI layer formation, which both would cause irreversible capacity loss at the
first couple of cycles.

ii.

Cyclic voltammogram has revealed the extra side reaction found in the Cu-rich
stannates at higher potential vs Li/Li+, which is likely attributed to the nanosized
copper oxide.

iii.

The extra reduction peak corresponding to reduction of ZnO was found in Zn-rich
stannates suggesting the extra electrochemical reaction after Zn-rich stannates phase
segregation.

iv.

Microstructure study of cell before and after cycling has shown that all cells
displayed film cracking after cycling which could increase the internal resistance and
further results in the loss of capacity.
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v.

SEM cross section images showed the dense film formation along the electrode with
C rich condition on the surface. This result further suggested the SEI formation
throughout the cycling which matches with previous study on Sn-based oxide
electrodes.

vi.

Particle cracking and agglomeration were found in a-CS and CZS 1-3 electrode.
Particle cracking from volume expansion could promote SEI formation along with
cycling from being contacted with freshly exposed metal surface. Agglomeration
could lead to increase of Li ion diffusion length. Both of these phenomena can lead to
capacity loss.

vii.

XRD analysis further proved the formation of Li2O and Sn with addition Zn in Zn
rich compounds after cycling.

viii.

All cells did not show good cycle performance, which could be from the electrode
processing. Further optimization is required to improve the battery performance.
In summary, this low cost, low toxicity material selection along with room temperature

high throughput solution processing method brought the opportunity to synthesize new
generation energy materials with low manufacturing cost and the environmental friendly method.
By carefully tuning the synthesis parameters including precursor concentration, reaction time and
etc, the nanocrystal assembly process and outcomes can be altered. The gained understanding of
the nanostructure self-assembly and bi-metal alloying process of the metal hydroxystannates
adds a good foundation for further unraveling the complex aqueous substitution chemistry
involving multiple cations. At the very least, the intermediate amorphous and then crystalline
nanostructure formation may entail a generic message in an important growth stage, i.e., a
sequential cation incorporation, complexing and nanocrystal formation process. The surfactant
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effect study seems only to further confirm the multi-stage nanocrystal assembly process in the
solution.
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Figure 63. Absorption spectrum of as-grown particles.
As stated in the conclusions, the newly developed metal and bi-metal hydroxystannate
nanomaterials have shown remarkable tunability in terms of composition, structure, and
properties. In addition to the electrochemical performance, it is also feasible to tune the band gap
of as-synthesized stannic nanomaterials. As shown in Figure 63, pure ZS has sharp decay of
absorption at the wavelength around 320nm. While with Cu content, the decay is less dramatic
than ZS. Also, with increasing Cu content, the absorption edge shifts from small wavelength
towards large wavelength, which is likely due to the decrease of the band gap of Cu-rich
compounds. These results suggest the potential usage of these metal and bi-metal stannates in
optoelectronic applications such as photovoltaics and photodiodes.
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Figure 64. a) SEM images of Cu-Sn intermetallic compounds synthesized from CHS
precursor inks on Sn substrates, and b) SEM-EDS mapping showing successfully Se
substitution into the structure.
On the other hand, using CuHS and CZHS as precursor inks, different Sn-based
compounds with potential energy storage and harvesting applications could be fabricated using
different post-treatments. It is found that Cu-Sn intermetallic compound, a promising battery
anode material was achieved through an electroless reduction method as shown in Figure 64 a).
Meanwhile, CZHS as precursor inks could be converted into Cu2ZnSnSe4, a new type of low
cost solar cell materials, by Se substitution into the structure through post selenization treatment
as shown in Figure 64 b).172 Hence, through the systematical study of nanocrystal growth and
post-processing, this low cost and high throughput solution-based method could be optimized for
efficiently synthesizing various stannate based nanomaterials as promising building blocks in
different energy applications. Finally, the synthesis and characterization approaches associated
with the understanding of a multi-stage nanostructure assembly mechanism in this dissertation
work could be extended to other metal and bi-metal (hydroxyl-)stannates or multi-cation
complex nanomaterial systems, with metal candidates such as Ba, Ca, Co, Mg, Sr, Zn, etc.
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